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ABSTRACT
Fiscal Stress in American Cities
May 1982
Karen Lee Shelley, B.A., University of Massachusetts
M.S., Simmons College, School of Library Science
M.S.B.A. and Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by:

Professor Craig Moore

One of the persistent questions in public finance concerns the
financial stability of American cities.

"Fiscal stress," which re¬

sults from failure to align revenues and expenditures, has become an
increasingly common characteristic of cities and has prompted the
consideration of significant policy changes by state and federal gov¬
ernments.

Without a more complete understanding of the causes and

institutional relationships which contribute to this condition, the
formulation of effective programs to deal with urban solvency will
most likely be fruitless.

It is the purpose of this study to iden¬

tify some of the factors related to fiscal stress and provide some
insights which will make effective policy development possible.
In this project, cities are seen as discrete units with given
budgetary powers and expenditure pressures.

Fiscal stress results

when there is a deficit between revenues and expenditures.

There are

two sets of linkages through which economic, social and demographic

VI 1

changes are translated into financial choices.
the political and the financial systems.

These linkages are

Tne principal goal of this

research was to examine the responsiveness of the financial system
to change.

The hypothesis was that fiscally-stressed cities would

have significantly different elasticities of revenues and expendi¬
tures with respect to city size and resident income than would non¬
fiscal ly-stressed cities.

Regression was used to estimate the elas¬

ticities and the Chow test was used to test the hypothesis that the
two sets of elasticities were significantly different.

The data base

included the revenues, expenditures, population and per capita income
figures for 37 of the largest U.S. cities from 1961 to 1978.
The hypothesis was rejected; there was insufficient evidence of
any significant differences between fiscally-stressed and non¬
fiscal ly-stressed cities.

The findings of this research suggest that

fiscal stress is not a crisis, nor is it unique, and that fiscal
stress is primarily a political concern, rather than a financial or
economic problem.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Cities are often regarded as being either all alike or totally
different.

Perhaps the only neutral ground is the fact of their im¬

portance in economic, social or political analysis.

Cities oo have

some common identity in their origins, legal status, functions and
methods of action.

Cities typically were started because groups of

people gathered for some specific purpose at a unique place.

Their

legal status is that of an entity subservient to the state from which
they received their charters.

Cities provide places to live, joos,

recreation, medical care, education ^nd a means of access to these
services and other opportunities.

Finally cities have remarkably

similar courses of action in their taxing powers, and legislative and
administrative capacities.

There are definitely similarities between

cities.
There are also major differences which are due to distinctness
of the land, the location, the variety in the resources and the char¬
acteristics of the inhabitants.

Cities are described as having flat

or hilly terrain, being coastal or landlocked, having coal or oil or
a nearby river, and housing residents who are white or black, well
educated or not.

The differences are clearly relevant in any analy¬

sis of public questions.
The reality is that cities are complex entities, quite separate
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from other places, which are identified by their locations and their
people.

Change is always happening to these complex entities, from

outside events and inside forces.

It is about these dynamic, compli¬

cated arenas called cities that many of the questions in public fin¬
ance are raised.
that of stability.

Perhaps one of the most persistent questions is
As cities change in size, shape, distribution of

resources, and population characteristics, and as national forces of
economic, social and political change wash over cities, a repeated
concern is the possible failure of the city to survive, particularly
financially.
"In recent years, especially in the last decade, the impact of
huge social and economic forces has provided realistic tests of the
stamina of municipalities and of their ability to adjust and adapt.
This astute observation made by Morris Lambie [55] is a good example
of the continuity of concern about the stability of cities.

It is

very similar to statements made recently by federal and state offi¬
cials, city politicians and academics, but Lambie made this point in
1941 in his analysis of municipal conditions in Massachusetts.
The concern over the financial stability of cities is referred
to in several ways, the most common of which are "financial prob¬
lems," "fiscal crisis," "financial emergency," "financial stress,"
"fiscal problems," and "fiscal stress."

While the precise meanings

assigned to these terms vary, they all refer to the same concern
which is that cities have to balance income and expenditures, and
that in attempting to do so, problems may occur.

The term "fiscal
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stress" is used throughout this research to refer generically to that
balancing act and the failure to achieve a balance.

More specific¬

ally, fiscal stress refers to the potential deficit between expendi¬
tures and revenues.

The various meanings usually assigned to "fiscal

stress" are presented in Chapter Two.
Some obvious examples of the importance of fiscal stress as an
area of investigation in public finance are the cities which have
been in financial difficulties recently such as New York and Cleve¬
land.

On December 15, 1978, Cleveland became the first major Ameri¬

can city to default since the Great Depression.

Some of the problems

involved in Cleveland's financial crisis were poor political manage¬
ment, lack of involvement of the private sector in public decision¬
making, chaotic management structures, high turnover of employees,
low pay for key positions, civil service red tape, and badly needed
capital improvements to name only a few items.

Cases of default

are not that common, but as Jones and Gabhart [53] point out, ". . .
cities do come almost to the brink of bankruptcy.

That is, when a

city cannot pay its bills, it is not bankrupt, but it certainly is
o

in a troubled financial condition . . . ."

While most people

accept that financial problems can be created for a city by a single
event, such as a court decision upholding expensive union contracts,
the underlying assumption about fiscal stress is that there is an on¬
going process wherein the presence or absence of certain factors will
predispose a city to financial problems or will exascerbate already
troubled financial conditions.
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Fiscal stress not only is an important area of interest about
cities in general, but also is quite relevant to specific policy con¬
cerns, such as Craig and Koleda's [24] analysis of health care pro¬
vided nationally to the urban poor.

They examined the ability of

severely financially stressed cities to continue to provide hospital
care for medically indigent populations.^

Clearly the relevance

of fiscal stress in this specific area would affect state and nation¬
al policy on health services for poor people.
Once fiscal stress is seen as a dynamic process that can affect
a city more than once, as opposed to a static, isolated, single
event, then it is important to ask what causes or leads to the con¬
ditions called fiscal stress.
stress vary widely.

The analyses of the "causes" of fiscal

At one end of the spectrum are very broad con¬

siderations of national events, such as the sweeping migration of
black people from the south to the north after World War II, and the
diversification of the national economy from a primarily industrial
base to a service oriented base.

At the other end are very narrow

examinations of detailed aspects of city finances, such as the char¬
acteristics of the municipal bond market or the quality of assessment
of the property tax.
This research project takes an approach that is primarily in the
middle.

It narrows down the perspective on the larger forces by as¬

suming a model wherein the city is a political unit with given
budgetary powers and various expenditure responsibilities.

Such a

city is clearly subject to changes due to forces beyond its control
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such as population mooility and differences in needs, tne performance
of the national economy, and state and federal policies ana actions,
to name a few.

Having narrowed the field consideraoly however by

using this model, this research goes on to keep an open perspective
on the city itself.

The decision-makers in cities do have power over

various aspects of revenues and expenditures, ana the population does
control the nature of the leadership.

It might be pointed out, for

example, that perhaps the recent financial problems of Boston were
due in no small measure to the willingness of the population to have
political leadership by people who have demonstrated their clear
willingness or inability to use the powers at hand to solve the prob¬
lems.

Cities are dynamic, complex collections of people in very spe¬

cific places with given budgetary powers ana expenditure responsibil¬
ities.

It is within this framework that this research examines the

“causes" of fiscal stress.
Financial problems obviously can happen to any city at any time
when expenditures outstrip revenues.

Cities have little control over

inflation at the national level or the reality that increases in mun¬
icipal expenditures and tax burdens have been associated with certain
demographic characteristics of the population, i.e., poor, elderly,
unskilled, undereducated, non-white.^

But cities do have control

over the quality of financial management tney receive, tne ways in
which taxes are administered, the level of fraud and many other fac¬
tors pertinent to tne actual processes of raising revenues and deter¬
mining expenditures.
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It is the ability of the revenue and expenditure systems to re¬
spond to relevant changes that is the focus of this research.
Charles Tiebout's hypothesis that people vote with their feet, i.e.,
by moving into or out of cities they "like," speaks to this question
of responsiveness.

In his model, the demand for public services is

systematically related to income which results in a powerful tendency
toward segregation by income levels within cities and between cities.
Local governments reinforce this tendency as they lack the power to
force the redistribution of income; residents simply rnove.^

Mills

and Oates [60] in their analysis of Tiebout's work, comment however
that ". . . realistically, demands for local public services change
in more complex ways (than just by residents moving), as incomes
change and people move through the life cycle.Since so much
change comes to a city from without, and since the demands for public
services from the local population change in complex ways, the abil¬
ity of the revenue and expenditure systems to respond to change is
manifestly important.

"These facts suggest, incidentally, that the

mechanisms for adjusting local public service supplies and demands
are far from perfect.

Moreover, they are presumably more imperfect

in large communities, such as central cities, than in small suburban
communities."^

This project examines the elasticities of revenues

and expenditures in cities with respect to changes in population and
per capita incomes.
Chapter Two contains a review of the literature on fiscal
stress.

In particular the models of cities are reviewed, the differ-
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ent terms for fiscal stress and tneir interchangeable meanings are
examined, and the "causes" of fiscal stress as presented in the lit¬
erature are detailed.
Chapter Three presents the research design and methodology used
in this research project.

The connection betv;een the "causes" of

fiscal stress as presented in the literature and the importance of
examining elasticities is made and then the hypothesis that fiscal
stress is a function of the elasticities of revenues and expenditures
is developed.

The data base of 37 of the largest cities in the

United States over eighteen years, 1961-1978, is presented along with
the rationale for its selection.

Regression which is used to esti¬

mate the elasticities and the Chow Test which is used to test the hy¬
pothesis are briefly reviewed.

The chapter concludes with the limi¬

tations of the design.
Chapter Four presents the results of the statistical analysis,
i.e., what was done and what was found.

Chapters Five and Six pres¬

ent the findings on the basis of the statistical analysis and the
conclusions which can be drawn therefrom.
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CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

The connection between fiscal stress and elasticities as an im¬
portant factor developed out of a full review of the writings on fiS'
cal stress.
anH

tho

The literature ranges across a wide variety of "causes"
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fiscal stress.
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Although most of the writings are recent, interest

in these questions has been evident for over sixty years.

One group

of the analyses is essays; another group is works which use statis¬
tics but in a limited sense; another segment of the literature has
used more sophisticated statistical techniques.

The purpose of this

chapter is to review the literature so that the-reader will under¬
stand the theoretical model from which the hypothesis is drawn.
material is divided into three areas.

The

The first section reviews the

models available in the literature, the second section covers the
essays and research in general, and the third section focuses on the
definitions and "causes" of fiscal stress.

Modeling of Fiscal Stress

In research, it is particularly important to be explicit about
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the modeling being used.

In all research, some model or set of as¬

sumptions about the nature of reality is the base of the concepts
used to generate the hypotheses.

The more explicit this model is

made, the more clearly the linkages between theory ana hypotheses
can be drawn, and the better the research design.

Failure to be ex¬

plicit about the underlying assumptions can seriously prejudice the
research results.

How the city is perceived in this modeling sense

will directly affect our sense of fiscal stress, its "causes" and the
appropriate research questions, thus influencing hypothesis selection
and research design.
In the literature on fiscal stress, there is one article that
clearly articulates this point.

Henry Teune [90] makes it plain that

our ideology will affect how we perceive the city, its conditions and
its choices.^

He presents three macro structural theories of the

urban fiscal crisis.

The first approach is the Marxist view in which

the urban crisis is the crisis of capitalism, i.e., the conflict be¬
tween the political demand for welfare and the need for capital for
economic growth.

While cities may or may not participate directly

in this conflict depending upon their taxing powers, all of the eco¬
nomic system is determined by this built-in conflict, and thus there
is no room for remedy.
The major example of this approach in the literature is Alcaly
and Mermelstein's [35] study of the causes of the New York City fis¬
cal crisis.

They place the final responsibility on the process of

capital accumulation.
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They may be correct, and they make a numoer

n

of important observations, but as Tuene points out, this macro-ideol¬
ogy prevents any possibility of cities being able to control or even
respond effectively to fiscal stress.

What city can change the pro¬

cess of capital accumulation?
The second major structural approach that Teune points out is
the view that the urban crisis is a consequence of political power.
Here the decline of the city is a part of the national politics of
economic distribution.

The principal example of this approach in the

literature is James Coleman's [23] essay on the revitalization of the
3
cities.
He examines the assumptions that are made about cities:
that the distribution of population rests on the division of indus¬
trial and agricultural activities; that as technology freed people
from agriculture, cities became possible; that all non-agricultural
work must happen in cities; that people doing such non-agricultural
work in the city had to live in the city.

He refutes these assump¬

tions by examining the changes in society created by changes in the
technology of transportation, communication, land use, and mobility
of economic activities.

In addition he points out the changes due

to demographic changes, particularly changes in standards of living
and composition of families, racial discrimination, and values about
willingness to travel and proximity to family.
Coleman concludes that cities are as they are because this so¬
ciety values some things more highly than others, such as personal
mobility which led to construction of highways and drained cities of
their tax-paying citizenry, and single family home ownership which
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led to economic subsidies that also drew people out of the cities.
"Only when we begin to recognize that the city declines simply be¬
cause we actively pursue ends that bring about the decline will we
have reached the sober point where serious discussion can begin about
what will be gained and what will be lost by strengthening the city
and its environs."^

Since the nature of a city is the result of

political choices, then people can change cities as much as they
want; obviously, this attitude would make solutions to fiscal stress
readily available in a literal sense, and the question becomes a po¬
litical one of willingness to change.
The third approach to an explanation of fiscal stress in Ameri¬
can cities is one where the urban crisis is the consequence of tech¬
nological change.

This process of technological change is an inexor¬

able one in which cities suffer shifts in types of economic activi¬
ties which can take decades and generations.

Thus the city is at the

mercy of forces much larger than itself and no control over fiscal
stress is possible.

One of the clearest examples in the literature

of this approach is Daniel P. Moynihan's [63] essay on regional
growth.

Moynihan addresses the question of the Northeast to

Southwest shift of resources and people by stating that the govern¬
ment cannot control the processes affecting these shifts.

The re¬

sulting fiscal stress of cities because of such growth and decline
is the result of technological change.

He then argues that govern¬

ment can allocate resources where they are needed and not politicize
regional issues nor promise more than government can do.

Obviously
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if the federal government cannot control such change, what chance do
the cities have?
The articles in the literature, on the whole do not specify
models; the three explicit examples are presented below.

The model¬

ing which is implicit in the literature is primarily either a poli¬
tical or technological approach (in Teune‘s words) or some combina¬
tion.

Cantor [20], Dearborn [26-29], Dye and Garcia [34], for ex¬

ample, all suggest that Americans can change the uroan crisis if they
0
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that the larger processes cannot be changed, but the responses can.
Virtually all of the literature tends to see cities as unable to do
very much themselves to control the larger causitive variables in¬
volved in fiscal stress.
In the literature there are only three explicit models of how
financial factors interact in an urban area to explain fiscal stress.
The first model is Dusansky and Hordell's [32] proposal of a two sec¬
tor economy with five key parameters which, when combined, lead to
either fiscal stress or health.^

The two sectors are public and

private with several restricting assumptions, such as that technolog¬
ical progress occurs In both sectors but at different rates.

The

five key parameters are the growth rate of income, income elasticity
of deffiand for public output, the Income elasticity of aggregate tax
revenue, the rate of technological growth in the private sector and
the rate of technological growth in the public sector.

When these

factors are cwnblned, the relationship between tne two elasticities
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turns out to be critical.

For growing localities, fiscal crisis will

occur when the elasticity of demand for public goods is greater than
the elasticity of tax revenue or when the income elasticity of demand
is only a little less than that of tax revenue.

Only when the income

elasticity of demand for public goods is considerably less than the
income elasticity of tax revenue is the city likely to be fiscally
healthy.

For declining localities, the exact reverse is true.

Dusansky and Nordell also contribute a clear definition of fiscal
stress:

". . . serious fiscal disorder is assum.ed to prevail if

there exists a persistent and chronic expenditure-revenue gap over
time.

m7

Stephen Barro [7, 104] has drawn up a diagram from a review of
the literature on fiscal stress during a study on federal policy cono

ducted by the Rand Corporation.

The review is quite detailed and

the detail is summarized in nine major factors which collectively
determine local fiscal conditions:

scope of local service and finan¬

cial responsibilities, costs of public services, business demand for
services, household demand for services, local public services and
taxes, residential personal tax base, business tax base, revenue sub¬
sidies, outside aid.

These nine areas of interaction are enacted

locally by three sectors, private businesses, residential households,
and local governments.

Barro traces out the complex linkages between

all of these areas and actors.
fiscal opportunity schedules.

Fiscal conditions are measured by
Although Barro's work does not result

in a tight economic model like Dusansky and Nordell's work, it is a

lb

thorough review of all the factors and their linkages that are clear¬
ly involved in the determination of local fiscal conditions.
The third model, by Berne and Schramm [10], is a similar diagram
of the factors that affect local fiscal conditions.

Q

They first

review the literature on the characteristics of financial solvency
and then the various measures that have been used to evaluate fiscal
condition.

They then present a framework for measuring financial

solvency, which is really a model of fiscal conditions.

This model

explicitly considers the revenue and expenditure sides of the finan¬
cial condition of any city.

Financial solvency is a function of

available resources and expenditure pressures.

Available resources

are a function of external revenues which is a product of ability to
increase that revenue and willingness to do so, and of internal rev¬
enues which are affected by the levels and liquidity of said re¬
sources and willingness to draw on them.

Expenditure pressures are

a function of pressure for more public services which comes from
levels of current and future needs, pressure for higher cost public
services which are affected by costs of provision and willingness to
pay, and pressure from past services and capital expenditures which
are affected by levels and types of liabilities and willingness to
pay.

Berne and Schramm review the determinants of financial solvency

which are Included below In the analysis of "causes" and go on to
suggest that a ratio analysis, multivariate approach is the appropri¬
ate way to ifieasure financial condition.
In tfie development of the hypothesis in Chapter Three the model-
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ing approach used in this project and the contributions of these
models and Tuene's work to the theoretical base is made clear.

Questions Addressed in the Literature

Ai "cnis pome, it is appropriate to examine tne aimensions or
the literature base on fiscal stress.

Most of the literature was

written recently with a bias towards seeing fiscal stress as a funcn-P
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pieces make it clear that fiscal stress has been of interest for at
least sixty years.

Chronologically, the literature is a mixture of

studies and reflective essays throughout.

There is no obvious clas¬

sification pattern in the literature; there are no separate theo¬
retical models with some of the works related to one or another
theory.

One possible division which does work, i.e., makes the

literature manageable, is to divide the pieces by their approach,
that is, essay, study or statistical analysis.

"Essay" here means

works in which the author does not attempt to study the subject of
fiscal stress, but instead discourses on the subject.

"Studies" here

refers to works in which the author has attempted to subject fiscal
stress to some sort of analysis; commonly, basic statistics about
revenues and expenditures have been collected, patterns observed, and
conclusions drawn.

The pieces with rigorous statistical analysis are

also presented as a group.
Two of the essays have already been presented in the modeling
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section, Berne and Schramm [10] and Barro [7, 104]There are
several collections of essays which warrant mention because they pro¬
vide good background information; one is the work by Alcaly and Mermelstein [35] also mentioned above.

This work introduces general

themes of urban analysis, reviews general patterns of urban growth
ana regionai trenas ana then rocuses airectiy on New York City in
particular.^^

W. Patrick Beaton's [19] collection of essays is

useful for basic public finance information; it includes theories of
urban economicSj the responses of local governments, urban decline,
and an examination of municipal expenditures and costs by prominent
authors such as Baumol, Tiebout, Sacks, and Netzer.

1?

Charles

Leven [58] in The Mature Metropolis presents a collection of essays
designed to detail the underlying factors producing the recent shifts
in metropolitan development; the overall perspective here is one of
long-term trends which are not likely to be reversed.
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Kenneth

Hubbell's [51] collection examines in depth the federal government's
response to the fiscal crisis of cities, primarily focusing on the
established programs of the 1960s and 1970s.
There are several individual essay pieces which are also im¬
portant for development of the concepts involved in fiscal stress.
The essays of James Coleman [23] and Daniel P. Moynihan [63] have
already been mentioned.Two other authors, Arnold Cantor [20]
and Luther Gulick [47] take stances similar to Moynihan's.

Cantor

[20] says cities have no control over the large social forces causing
financial problems^^ while Gulick [47] states that the problems of
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the cities are due to major social, economic and cultural problems
in America.Dick Netzer [68] states that the causes of the urban
crisis are the heavy concentrations of poverty and racial problems
in the central city and its deteriorating physical plant.

18

Fin¬

ally, William Oakland [70] points out that several different areas
of interest including finances, accounting, land use, optimal use of
resources, and concerns for the poor and about ghetto life are all
being wrapped up together in discussions of fiscal stress; he sug¬
gests that no one solution exists 19
A few of the essays should more properly be called theory build¬
ing or economic modeling; the work of Teune [90], and Dusansky and
Nordell [32] have already been presented in detail.

pQ

One impor¬

tant piece of this type is William Baumol's [8] essay in which he
describes a concept which has become called "Baumol's disease."

He

examines productivity in the private and public sectors and concludes
that relative costs of public goods will continue to rise without
control and regardless of inflation, mismanagement or malfeasance,
because productivity gains are so much less possible in the public
sector.

This built-in problem when combined with cumulative decay

and externalities such as pollution is Baumol's explanation for the
fiscal plight of cities.

PI

The rest of the works which ought to be called essays rather
than studies are essentially smaller pieces which either address only
one point or are a brief presentation of ideas about fiscal stress
in a more popular rather than academic format.

Included in this

category are works by Rufolo [82] and McDowell [59].

9?

While these

works are of interest in exploring the topic of fiscal stress, they
do not add much to the theory base.
While the essay material forms a background, there are a number
of works which could be more properly called studies.

Although ex¬

perimental statistical analysis is not used, the authors have at¬
tempted to collect data or statistics, to observe patterns in their
information and to draw conclusions thereon.
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considered classics or fundamental works on the topic of fiscal
stress.

Probably one of the best known is the study by the Advisory

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (ACIR) called City Finan¬
cial Emergencies [93].

The ACIR [93] examined specific factors that

have played a decisive role in creating fiscal stress in the past,
the current fiscal position of 30 large cities to determine potential
danger signals, and outlined the roles of state and federal govern¬
ments in treatment and prevention of fiscal emergencies in cities.
They concluded that pressures are evident, but that cities are mostly
doing moderately well in handling fiscal problems.
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A number of studies can be loosely grouped as "government"
studies; the ACIR [93] report is one such work.

Another report of

interest is the review done by the Congressional Budget Office [96]
for the House of Representatives Subcommittee on the City in 1978.
This study distinguished between three dimensions of urban need -social, economic and fiscal.

Which cities were in need dependea on
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what problems were emphasized and whether levels or trends were ex¬
amined.

The results found were that large Northeast and Midwest

cities were "in trouble" on all three dimensions, and other large
cities varied widely in which problems were present.
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Another important study is that done by the Census Bureau [101]
in 1976.

In this project data was collected for 22 cities for 1958-

75 and correlations between variables calculated to achieve data re¬
duction so that trends in economic, demographic and financial cate¬
gories could be examined.
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newer, "sunbelt," and smaller cities are better off, but the primary
value of this report is its critique of the data available for such
studies.
Another study that should be mentioned is the study done by
Norelli for the Joint Economic Committee of Congress [96]; this study
purports to be an analysis of the fiscal health of 67 of the 75 larg¬
est American cities, but since the method used was a survey which was
mailed out and answered over the telephone, the results are virtually
worthless. 26
There are three other works that might be included in this "gov¬
ernment study" section, the articles by Diamond [30], Schultze [86]
and George Peterson [75, 76].

Diamond [30] compared aggregate fig¬

ures for state and local governments from 1955 to 1973 in an attempt
to examine what methodology is appropriate to use in studying fiscal
stress.

He concluded that examining the financial deficits or sur¬

pluses of state and local governments each year would be an adequate
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to measure fiscal stress.

71

Charles Schultze [86] et al. in

the 1972 federal budget saw fiscal stress as the result of the dif¬
ferences between the central city and its suburbs.

In the central

cities expenditures were rising faster for several reasons than in
the suburbs while the tax base was deteriorating.

It is appropriate

to quote him at some length as this attitude is common throughout
the literature.

The interaction of these two developments intensifies the
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to be deteriorating while tax rates climb. Compared to the
suburbs, the central city is becoming a less desirable
place to live, to shop, and even to work, especially for
middle and upper income groups. The resulting change in
the city's economic and demographic structure increases its
need for public expenditures -- for welfare, crime control
and social programs — while reducing its ability to pay
for them. Not every central city faces these problems,
but virtually every older one does.28

While this perspective touches on important aspects of the conditions
of cities, it does not really capture the full picture.

Federal

crime statistics show suburban and rural areas to be catching up to
cities in crime while tax revolts, inflation and shoddy fiscal man¬
agement have placed many suburbs in positions not unlike that of the
central city -- eroding tax bases, increasing public expenditures
and an increasing lack of willingness to pay those expenditures.
George Peterson [75, 76] takes a slightly larger perspective by
not limiting his view to that of the central city versus the suburb
and by not limiting his analysis by the types of expenditures which
increased.

He refers to a "fiscal illusion" in which citizens ask
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for and politicians promise far more than government can deliver.
He does not deny the importance of Schultze's observations, out
rather says that all expenditures rose twice as fast as overall
growth in 1951-1974.

The property tax whicn is the principal source

of local income simply could not expand that fast, so feaeral and
state funds were used to cover the increasing costs.
and state funding to localities dropped.

Then federal

In other words, the two

main sources of inc&me to local governments could not cover tne in■
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While Peterson ac-

knawledges the many problems cities have over whicn they have little
or no control, he does point out that fiscal stress is in reality the
political problem of failure to face budget constraints. 29
There are a numoer of "non-govemmental" studies which deserve
mention.

Gorham and Glazer's [42] book of essays presents the his¬

torical picture of the federal role in uroan areas with a statistical
review of the trends and shifts whicn have affected uroan areas.
They point out that there are three items which must oe addressed in
urban policy, i.e., regional shifts, economic decline, and racial
concentration in cities, but overall conclude that tne state of the
- 30
national economy is the primary determinant of uroan conditions.
One of the more thorough reviews of the proolems of cities up
to 1974 is that of Petiengill and Uppal [77].

Tney do not cocne to

one isolated conclusion as they point out tnat definitions of cities
vary and that the definition of a city's problems will depend upon
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who's asking the questions.

They examine the nature of city expendi¬

tures by looking at rising costs due to inflation, heavy fixed costs,
increased service needs of certain population groups, the provision
of new services, the roles of city size and non-white populations.
In revenue terms, they examine the tax base of cities, intergovernrnentdl aid, the roles of suburbs, and tax burden questions.

Their

review is useful but dated as it does not include the revenue-sharing
period nor the impact of rising energy costs.

In addition, the per¬

spective is not quite able to yield a sense of the whole. 31
There are two other names which are well known in the field of
fiscal stress; Dearborn [26-27] and Stanley [87].
relies primarily on the work of the ACIR.

Dearborn's work

He sees cities as having

had few problems since World War II, but that the inflation and re¬
cession of recent times is causing some problems which can be recti¬
fied by good management and accounting practices.

He examines some

of the steps city administrators can take in detail, and attempts to
standardize methodology.
differently.

Stanley [87] sees the problems quite

He describes a viscious cycle of budget struggles which

lead to reduced services which lead to further problems financially.
This cycle is a national problem that is intractable, grim and dis¬
couraging.

After examining his sense of the causes, he reviews the

indicators of fiscal stress that have been used, suggests his own
measures and some possibilities for action.

33

The rest of the works which can be called studies but are not
statistical analysis all focus on a particular dimension of the
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topic.

Craig and Koleda [24] want to know if fiscally stressed

cities can provide adequate health care to the poor; Aronson and
OA

Schwartz [5] examine the role of debt in detail.*^

Lambie [55] and

the Revitalizing the Northeast study [2] look at the problems of Massachusetts and New England respectively;

Pluta [79] examines fis¬

cal stress in Texas cities based on the Treasury study done in
1978.

Phares [78] and Flax [36] examine the larger question of

developing indicators of urban conditions including fiscal stress.

37

Muller [64, 65], Bryce [15, 37], Sacks [37] and Thompson [37] examine
in detail the importance of city size in fiscally stressed and de¬
clining cities; while they do find small cities to have important
differences from large ones, the variable "city size" is not an automatic explanation for fiscal stress or decline in cities.
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The final segment of the literature which must be reviewed here
is that group of studies in which more rigorous statistical analysis
was used.

The fifteen pieces using statistical analysis include re¬

gression, cluster analysis, factor analysis, indices, and path dia¬
grams.

The Touche Ross [92] study is a cross-sectional one in which

the data base was built so as to be comprehensive, and to assume com¬
parability between cities.

Sixty-six cities were clustered into four

groups using six economic variables.

These groups were then divided

on socially dependent population and structural characteristics to
yield sixteen groups of cities homogeneous on economic, social and
structural characteristics.

Factor analysis was used to select the

thirteen out of 100 financial variables that provide the most insight
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into the larger set of variables; the resulting financial variables
were then used to examine the homogeneous clusters of cities.

The

purpose of this study was to provide empirical insight into our abil¬
ity to diagnose fiscal stress.

The study concluded that older, in¬

dustrial cities and young, rapidly growing cities are most likely to
be fiscally stressed; that fiscal stress is not inevitable and that
the data presently collected is inadequate for understanding and effectively managing city operations.
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and fiscal variables in order to differentiate between economic
stress and fiscal stress.

The goal was to determine whether or not

different kinds of development strategies are needed for economic and
fiscal problems of cities.

Regions turned out to be important for

economic stress but less so for fiscal stress while city size turned
out to be important for both types of stress.
Nathan and Adams [67] developed a composite index to examine
central cities in comparison to their metropolitan areas in terms of
degree of isolation and seriousness of social and economic condi¬
tions.

The index is a cross-sectional one using 55 of the 66 largest

metropolitan areas in 1972.

The measures used were unemployment,

population dependency, education, income, crowded housing and pov¬
erty.

The results were that three-fourths of the cities have some

comparative disadvantage to their metropolitan areas and most of
those cities are in the Northeast and North Central regions.

Like

Touche Ross [92], Nathan and Adams stress the importance of including
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economic, social and fiscal variables in analysis of fiscal stress.
Both the Departments of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) [17,
80, 97] and the Treasury [103] have attempted to create indices to
measure fiscal stress.

In the HUD measure, factor analysis is used

to collapse variables on urban blight and neighborhood instability
into a measure of community development need which then is combined
with measures of fiscal capacity and tax effort to create a composite
measure of fiscal stress.

The results were that the large Northeast

citips hflvp the areatest fiscal stress and large southern cities are
above average.

4?

While this measure is one of the most sophisti¬

cated measures available, the indices do not clearly show the rela¬
tionship between underlying social and economic conditions and the
problems faced by local government.

In the Treasury Department [103]

study, five indicators designed to be balanced between fiscal, social
and economic factors were used to rank cities.

The resulting ranking

was combined with five previously developed measures of fiscal stress
to get a composite index which ranks cities as being high, moderate
or low in fiscal stress.
Jones and Gabhart [52] took quite a different approach; they
wanted to find easily usable signals to predict fiscal stress in
cities.

They used factor analysis and quantal response on data from

sixty Michigan cities from 1970 to 1974 to find out what variables
would be the best predictors of insolvency in 1975; they firmly state
that predictive variables will not necessarily be causitive vari¬
ables.

The best predictors were total expenditures; a combination

11

of administrative, police, fire, and park and recreation expendi¬
tures; total revenues, and a combination of property tax income and
state shared revenues.
Terry Clark [21, 22] used factor analysis to reduce twenty-nine
fiscal stress indicators to four fiscal stress indicators which were
then used in a funds flow approach with path diagrams to examine fin¬
ancial problems in cities.

Clark concluded that there are four dis¬

tinct explanations for fiscal strain; community socio-economic char¬
acteristics, extensive functional performance, leadership and decision-making patterns, and capital outlays.

4-5

While these studies seem to vary considerably, in fact they all
focus on two major ideas:

what "causes" fiscal stress or what vari¬

ables are related to fiscal stress; how can we tell if a city (or a
group of cities) has fiscal stress or how can we rank cities against
each other in terms of degree of fiscal stress.

The studies which

used regression as the statistical tool also show the same pattern.
Bahl [6] used regression on cross-sectional data to compare 1950
and 1960 in order to update Brazer's [13] work and to develop test¬
able hypotheses about intercity differences in per capita expendi¬
tures.

He found size of the central city with respect to the size

of the SMSA, certain functions (police, fire and highways) in associ¬
ation with population density, and intergovernmental revenue and pov¬
erty, to be the most important factors in intercity differences in
per city expenditures.^^

Dye and Garcia [34] also focused on ex¬

penditures, but they used regression on cross-sectional data to ex-
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amine the responsiveness of expenditures to social and economic char¬
acteristics and to the functional responsibilities of the local gov¬
ernment.

They found functional scope to be the most important single

determinant of city spending.

They also found that central cities

tend to be more functionally comprehensive than suburbs; that regions
varied widely with the Northeast having the most functional spread;
that older cities covered more functions than newer ones, and that
larger cities provided more services than smaller.

City size, re¬

gion, age and centrality may all be important to fiscal stress be¬
cause of the degree of functional scope associated with each of those
characteristics.'^^
Expenditure patterns were important to Hirsch et al. [48] who
used regression on cross-sectional data to examine the role of pov¬
erty and racial bias, the nature of the physical plant, and spill¬
overs, specifically commuters, in expenditures of cities.

Terrell

[48] found that non-white populations do tend to have higher expendi¬
tures for education, police, health and welfare needs.

While it is

hard to separate poverty-related fiscal pressures from simple high
density, the physical plant of the city was found to be affected by
density, with older, larger cities having higher police and fire
costs.

Vincent [48] examined spillovers of communities, migration,

pollution, and financial relations, and concluded that the costs
probably are equal to the benefits for commuters, migration and financial relations, while pollution costs are beyond a city's control.
Gabler [39] focused on expenditures and employment; he used re-

48
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gression on cross-sectional data to replicate and expand a 1962 study
on the relationship between city size and expenditures and employ¬
ment.

He restricted his work to the common functions without capital

outlays.

He found that large cities tend to employ and spend more

per capita than small cities in part due to city size (in addition
to diseconomies of scale, variations in public service needs and the
like).^^

Okun [71] chose to examine large cities and to focus on

tax rate pressure; he used regression on cross-sectional data to ex¬
amine the factors that would reduce a central city's income base or
increase its expenditures, thus increasing pressure on tax rates.
He found that the ratio of city size to metropolitan area is insigni¬
ficant in its impact on income; that non-whites do not influence in¬
come when education and location variables are included; that city
size, education and region are important to income.

For expendi¬

tures, however, the city size ratio to metropolitan size is not im¬
portant but non-white population is, as are density, municipal pay¬
roll, but not state aid.

However, Okun points out that tax rate

pressure is not the same as fiscal stress; only when the pressure on
tax rates comes from a low income base or high municipal expenditures
does it seem likely that fiscal stress accompanies high tax rate
pressure. 50
The last two pieces use regression in an attempt to explain fis¬
cal stress defined as a deficit.

Gramlich [43] used regression on

cross-sectional data for the 30 largest cities in 1973-74 in oroer
to explain whether or not New York City's fiscal crisis was unique.
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In his analysis of what factors contribute to deficits, he found only
density and intergovernmental revenue to be related.Greenblatt
[44] attempted to determine what variables would explain operating
surpluses or deficits.

Using sixteen regressions on 54 New York

cities over four years, she found that a long list of variables
usually thought to be involved in fiscal stress were insignificant;
the only ones that proved significant were gross debt, short-term
debt in ratio to long-term debt, capital expenditures, percent foreign born, and wages of municipal employees.

52

For the reader, the net result of this general review of the
literature may be confusion; the lack of organization is one of the
major problems in the subject of fiscal stress.

The authors fail to

specify what model of a city they are using or the precise meaning
of fiscal stress to them, and to make detailed linkages between the
various "causitive" variables.

Therefore, it is hard to connect the

research of one author to the work of another.

The next section of

this chapter will examine the definitions of fiscal stress, the prob¬
able causitive variables, and some of the theoretical base necessary
to research fiscal stress in an attempt to reduce the confusion.

Fiscal Stress

One of the striking things about the literature on fiscal stress
is the lack of organization in the ideas or concepts of fiscal
stress.

The bulk of the literature was written from 1971 on with a
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clear bias towards seeing fiscal stress as a problem of the 1970s and
1980s.

If one were to read only the studies, with or without rigor¬

ous statistical analysis, one would conclude that fiscal stress had
never been a problem prior to the crisis of New York City.

Only some

of the essays look at the long-range picture of fiscal problems in
cities; when this approach is used, a new view of fiscal stress be¬
gins to emerge.
The authors who deal directly with theoretical models do not use
a historical perspective explicitly, but the neutrality of their
models from time and space implies the possibility that fiscal stress
can be defined in a way that is less tied to the events of the 1970s;
clear examples of this approach are Teune [90], Dusansky and Nordell
[32], Baumol [8], and Mills and Oates [60].

The collections of es¬

says on urban conditions, such as those by Bryce [37], Beaton [9],
Leven [58], and Gorham and Glazer [42], take a long-range perspective
in their attempts to explain why cities or urban conditions were the
way they were at the time of the creation of the book of essays.
While this approach is useful, it tends to obscure any sense of the
model of a city or the linkage between variables in a fiscal sense;
having decided to use a larger focus there is a tendency to pull back
so far that the analysis is less helpful than it might be in a review
of fiscal stress.

The problem is one of narrowing the model of the

city and the concept of fiscal stress sufficiently to capture the
true dynamic relationships involved without losing important informa¬
tion from either a too large or a too small perspective.

Some of the
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previously mentioned authors' works are helpful in formulating a
sense of the larger picture in which cities sit and a historical
sense of the sweep of large events and forces over cities, but their
work is not narrow enough.

Examples of this problem are Alcaly and

Mermelstein [35], Moynihan [63], Coleman [23] and Gulick [47].

There

are a few authors whose works reveal an ability to make the connec¬
tion between sweeping national events and the direct explicit finan¬
cial problems of cities; this group includes George Peterson [75,
76], Netzer [68], Oakland [70], Cantor [20], and Puryear [80].
The first question that needs answering about fiscal stress is
whether it is a recent phenomenon and might, therefore, be best ex¬
plained by models and theories specific to the times, or it is an
event or experience that can happen at any time to any city if the
circumstances are right.

Contrary to the impression created by most

of the literature, fiscal stress, in the sense of financial diffi¬
culties, has been around for a long time.

One clear example is the

quote from Lambie [55] used in Chapter I wherein what sounds like a
description of the fiscal problems of the 1970s turns out to be from
1941.53

report [93] reviewed default situations only,

which is the tightest or most severe definition of fiscal stress,
from the early 1800s to the present.

From 1838 to 1969 there were a

total of 6,195 defaults by local governments.

Four thousand seven

hundred and seventy were during the Great Depression years of 193039, but the rest are spread across the years evenly enough to make
it clear that fiscal stress in its extreme form has been a common
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pattern.

54

John Petersen [73, 74] has pointed out that reviews of

state and local financial performances along with analogous changes
in the laws, recordkeeping procedures and expectations have occurred
cyclically since the early 1800s.

55

Any research therefore should

aim for a definition of fiscal stress and a theory base that is free
of specific time periods.
As was stated earlier in this chapter, most of the literature
fails to be explicit about what modeling or assumptions about cities
underlies the author's work.

Implicitly, the authors do have models;

the differences are ones of degree rather than differences between
two or more distinct models.

Most authors imply that they recognize

cities as being defined by the literal limits of their charters,
their legal boundaries and the definitions promulgateo by the Bureau
of the Census.

Virtually no one sees cities as isolated from the

social, economic, demographic and financial forces of the states and
country in which they are placed.

The differences come from how far

away an author stands in seeing the city as part of the whole, and
the degree to which the author sees the city as powerless in any at¬
tempt to control fiscal stress.

The larger the perspective the

author takes, the harder it is for him or her to discern the details
in the model.

The authors who focus on the huge population shifts

in the twentieth century fail to explain how changes in population
affect the tax base and therefore the revenues of a city.

Conversely

the author who focuses on the municipal bond market forgets that debt
is only one of several tools available to manage fiscal problems.
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The literature ranges across this spectrum.

A similar range exists

in the degree of power the city is perceived to have, as was pointed
out early in this chapter in the discussion of Coleman [23] and
Moynihan's [63] works.
In sum, the model which seems to be most widely accepted is one
in which the city is seen as a discrete unit, legally, financially,
and politically, which is part of several larger entities, the metro¬
politan area, the state and the nation.

A city has distinct powers,

legally and economically, and is at the mercy of the larger forces
present in the metropolitan area, the state and the nation.

It

should be noted that the three explicit models which do exist are
quite similar to each other and to what is presented in all of the
rest of the literature.

The lack of a clear model comes primarily

from the failure of authors to express their models, not from the
literal lack of models.
The confusion also stems from lack of clarity about the meaning
of "fiscal stress" as a name for a phenomenon of interest.

There are

two major problems with the way in which this phrase is used.

The

first one is that the phrase is used to mean several different finan¬
cial conditions of a city or group of cities; the second problem is
that the phrase is used to mean two different levels of analysis.
In addition to the proper meaning of financial strain, "fiscal
stress" is used to refer to fiscal disadvantage relative to other
cities, fiscal decline over time either in absolute or relative
terms, and fiscal emergencies or crises which are usually defaults
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cc

or failures to meet obligations.

The confusion that results from

imprecise use of the words “fiscal stress" is compounded by the use
of the phrase to refer to both narrow, detailed financial analysis
such as those of Dearborn [26-29] and Jones and Gabhart [52] and to
very broad social and economic analyses such as those of the ACIR
[93] and Touche Ross [92],
The precise definitions and measures used for "fiscal stress"
in the literature can be categorized into five broad groups -"cities in trouble," liquidity problems, insolvency, changes in the
tax base, and debt problems.

The "city in trouble" approach usually

says that a city has fiscal stress when the population is decreasing,
unemployment is high, per capita incomes are low, a higher proportion
of the population is below the poverty line than in other places, and
the dependent population is relatively large; such cities tend to be
located in the Northeast.The liquidity approach defines fiscal
stress as a lack of liquidity and uses measures such as cash as a
percent of total revenue, interfund borrowing as a percent of general
revenues and so forth.The definitions used for "fiscal stress"
when insolvency is meant include cash on hand in general fund is less
than 10 percent of general fund assets, inability to pay debts as
they mature, patterns of deficits for several years.When "fis¬
cal stress" means changes in the tax base, the definitions include
high and rising property tax rates, tax delinquency, and decline in
private sector employment.Finally, when "fiscal stress" is used
to mean debt problems, the measures include bond ratings, growth
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rates of debt and debt service measures.A detailed list of
which authors used which definitions can be found in the Appendix.
"Cities in trouble," and "change in the tax base" are commonly used
to measure "fiscal stress" in the sense of the relative standings of
cities to each other either in terms of disadvantage or decline.
Liquidity, debt, and insolvency measures are used for "fiscal stress"
in the sense of financial emergency or crisis.
In addition to the confusion caused by the imprecise use of the
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some confusion also results from mixing fiscal problems with econom¬
ic concerns.

Economic conditions refer to per capita income and job

holding by local residents; fiscal concerns are improved revenue and
expenditure structures of a given political and budgetary unit.

As

Garn points out, ". . . adverse fiscal conditions may exist even when
economic performance is relatively good.

The converse is true

In spite of this variation in usage, there is a proper meaning
for the phrase "fiscal stress" at which all of the different authors
are aiming.

When the focus is narrowed in from the macro perspec¬

tives, and broadened from the debt management level, what emerges is
a basic concern about the alignment between revenues and expenditures
of cities and why misalignments occur.

George Peterson [75, 76] said

it most succinctly when he described fiscal stress as essentially a
gap between revenues and expenditures.

Such gaps can be major

or minor in size or impact; a slow down in tax revenue receipts can
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necessitate short-term borrowing which could be negligible in impact
compared to the revenue gap caused by a court decision upholding a
large wage payment due in union contract arbitration.

The imbalance

between revenues and expenditures can be short-term or chronic;
clearly there is a big difference between a one-time event which un¬
balances city finances and a repeated pattern year after year of
failure to match income with outflow.

The fiscal stress caused by a

gap between revenues and expenditures can come from sudden or recent
events or it can result from slowly developing circumstances. 64
As a result of the possible combination of these characteris¬
tics, where fiscal stress can be major or minor, short-term or
chronic, sudden or slow, three different types of indicators are
needed.

These three types are measures which focus on actual or im¬

minent financial problems, i.e., fiscal stress; those that examine
general fiscal trends and conditions which contribute to fiscal
stress; those which look at environmental factors which influence or
"cause" fiscal stress. 65
While the lack of explicit modeling and the failure to be care¬
ful about the meaning of "fiscal stress" cause quite a lot of con¬
fusion, the literature on the "causes" of fiscal stress should seem
less troublesome.

There is a striking amount of consistency and

agreement in the literature as to what factors lead to, influence or
cause fiscal problems, i.e., imbalances between revenues and expendi¬
tures.

It is appropriate to review here those factors and to show

how each is seen to affect revenues and expenditures.

A complete
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list of all the precise measures used for each factor and which
authors used or proposed them is in the Appendix.

It would not be

appropriate to review each author's contribution here; when the indi¬
vidual measures were collected, there were over 400 items.

The vari¬

ation, however, is due to different approaches in measurement of the
liiipor can u f actor s, not in disagreement about the importance of the
factors themselves.
The major factors which influence or create the fiscal condi¬
tions of a city can be divided into four broad groups; aspects re¬
lated to the people who live there, aspects of the city itself, ex¬
ternal factors and financial factors.

Population.

Sheer size and change in that size are the first rele-

vant characteristics.The number of people affects the employ¬
ment market, and whatever their sources of income, the number of
people affects the income, i.e., revenues from taxes, fees, charges
and so on, of the city.

Changes in the number of people also clearly

impacts the expenditures; more people eventually means more police
and fire expenditures, possibly more schools or health care, usually
more sewers, streets and related services.

The literature is unani¬

mous in its inclusion of population size as an important factor; it
is not as clear how increases or decreases are related to financial
concerns.

Increases can mean more tax revenue and more expenditures;

decreases usually mean less tax revenue but not that much lower ex¬
penditures.

The rate of the change is relevant here, as sudden.
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large increases or decreases can create real financial problems while
a slower influx or outflow may give the city enough time to react.
There are a number of other characteristics of the population
that are considered relevant.

These characteristics are important

because they tend either to raise costs or decrease revenues or both.
Dependency is one example; people under 18 contribute no revenues and
require school expenditures while people over 65 as a group have
lower incomes than other adults and usually require greater health
care.

fi7

Racial distribution is a second important concern.

Be¬

tween present day discrimination and the history of poverty and dis¬
crimination, it is a reality that non-white populations tend to have
less income and higher unemployment and therefore provide less rev¬
enues to the city, while simultaneously needing more public services,
particularly education, health, welfare, police and fire.
There are several population characteristics which are usually
examined alone; what they have in common is their relationship to the
population's actual and potential income.

The first one is the ac¬

tual level of income itself which is the basic source of all internal
revenues for a city.^^

The education levels of the population di¬

rectly affects people's income levels and also relates to their abil¬
ity to get and hold jobs and their ability to "cope" (dependency
needs).The proportion of the population that lives in poverty
(however defined) will contribute less revenues and require greater
services; the greater this proportion in the population, the larger
the impact on a city's budget.

Needless to say, poverty, dis-
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crimination, education levels, age and sex are often found in combi¬
nations which complicate analysis of these factors but still result
in population groups with less income and more service needs.

The

reality is that a large proportion of the people who receive the
smallest part of the nation's income distribution tend to live in
79

cities.Finally, employment is the basic source of income for
the population, so some measure of employment or unemployment is
relevant.
ui
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While the literature is very consistent in emphasizing popula¬
tion size, age distribution, racial distribution, education levels,
income, employment, and poverty levels as important population char¬
acteristics which affect revenues and expenditures, there is little
agreement on any other social characteristics which is in part due
to measurement difficulties.

These social aspects which have been

studied at the Urban Institute [36] deserve mention as it is quite
probable that they play a role in the fiscal conditions of cities
even if we find them difficult to measure.

They include the degree

of public order or crime and delinquency, social disintegration such
as the degree of narcotic and alcohol addiction, racial equality,
overall health such as infant mortality rates, mental health, commun¬
ity concern and citizen participation.

City characteristics.

74

In moving from aspects of the people who live

in the city to the city itself, it is appropriate to start with where
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the people live.

The costs of housing, and the value received for

money spent on housing services directly affects the money available
for tax revenue and service needs such as health.

People who pay a

high proportion of their income for low-quality housing will not have
money for all of their needs, and may have more needs due to the
housing itself (health and crime, to name two problem areas).

There

is considerable variation in how the role of housing is measured in
the literature, but there is considerable agreement on its releV Ul
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density of the population's living patterns; higher densities may
mean lower quality housing services and higher police and fire expenditures
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This is particularly true ever since the explosion

in the amounts of arson happening in cities.
In addition to the locational characteristics within the city,
the economic base is critical to a city's financial picture.

A

healthy private sector means readily available tax revenues and more
flexibility in possible responses to service needs.

Merchants doing

a thriving business will be more able to pay part of the costs of
downtown sidewalk repair (or more able to fight to get bond issues
accepted that will cover such expenditures) than will merchants who
are barely surviving.

The distribution of types of industry is im¬

portant in the city's long-range ability to respond to changes in the
national economy.

There is an entire literature on economic base

analysis which need not be repeated here; suffice it to say that the
literature virtually unanimously agrees on the importance of the
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city's economic base and varies only in the precise measures consid¬
ered appropriate to measure the quality and vitality of a city's
economy.
There are a number of characteristics of the city as a dynamic
entity which directly affect the demands for services, the ability
to deliver, and the quality of public services, the costs of those
services and the revenue raising capacity of a city.

One of these

factors is the way in which the government is organized, particularly
the number and type of overlapping governments raising revenues from
70

the same people and businesses for different purposes.

The re¬

formed versus unreformed method of government has also received attention as an important element in a city's finances.
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The qual¬

ity of the political leadership will directly affect the ability of
the city's leaders to handle financial problems effectively; this
means both the direct political leaders, such as the mayor, city
council, city manager, and indirect leaders in the community, in
business, the city's large institutions, the local political parties
on

and so on.

"Who's running things" directly relates to how many

people work for the city; as Baumol clearly pointed out, productivity
gains are not very easily made in the public sector.

In addi¬

tion, wages seem to be sticky on the downward side of economic ac¬
tivity in general, and patronage and inefficient civil services make
the size of the city's payroll resistent to change.

Fitting

right in with the quality of leadership and the size of the workforce
as important items is the labor climate.

The presence or absence of
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unions in both the public and private sectors, and the degree of
flexibility versus hostility that the unions display directly affects
oo

a city's ability to get and keep its own payroll under control.
There are several factors in a city's financial picture that can
be put together in the sense that they have in common the overall
attitudes toward financial management.

The sheer gual ity or lack

thereof in the financial management will control how effectively a
city raises revenues, the degree of tax burden on the residents, and
the breadth and depth of service needs met.

The degree of

gimickry and accumulated budget performance, including the degree of
corruption and outright fraud also obviously affects a city's financial condition.

A very common and .major problem of the financial

management of cities is the huge, unfunded pension obligations which
have built up in recent years and which threaten to bury the budgets
oc

of some cities.

Finally, the range of functions performed is

clearly a choice by the leadership present in a city over time.

The

most common question is not only whether or not the city provides
public education, but also whether or not it provides hospitals, wel¬
fare, libraries, and public health management services.
Clearly, some of these factors overlap or provide impact in more
than one sense.

The last three factors in the list of city charac¬

teristics could as easily be considered the first three in the ex¬
ternal factors list -- location, energy costs and annexation.

The

location of a city in a region of the country is relevant because the
regions have historically experienced different economic and demo-
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graphic shifts.

This has been particularly true in the past for

cities in the South versus the rest of the country; exactly what
shifts will occur in the immediate future is not really clear in
spite of the raging argument over the Northeast's losses to the
oo

Southwest.

The regions clearly differ in their energy costs; the

increases in energy costs (along with inflation) has been one of the
major "causes" of financial problems for cities in the past decade.
Finally, the possibility of annexation means the chance to change the
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Annexation is not possible for many cities due to state laws or
political resistance.

External factors.

In stating that there are certain external factors

which directly affect a city's financial condition, it may appear
that the reference is to the sweep of the large social, economic and
demographic forces across the entire country; this level of broad
analysis was criticized earlier for its failure to show the direct
impact on cities.

The external factors that the literature discusses

which are to be mentioned now are not those broad swathes of change,
but rather several specific factors which are "known" to affect dir¬
ectly a city's financial performance.
One of the most important of these factors is the role of the
communities surrounding the city.

These communities may be part and

parcel of the same economic base as the city so that economic and
social changes occurring outside the city entirely will change its
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tax revenues or costs.

The failure of middle-income communities to

build low-income housing and the flight of white families to the sub¬
urbs are two examples of distortions in the housing and education
arenas that can seriously limit a city's revenues and increase its
costs.

Commuters are the main factor about which there is consider¬

able disagreement in the literature over whether or not the costs
outweight the benefits to the city.

Commuters create costs in trans¬

portation sources, take jobs that could be held by city residents and
do not pay property taxes^ on the other hand, they spend their money
in the city often, pay user charges and fees, and the places that
employ them may create more jobs than would be in the city at all
without them.

While all the linkages'are not clear, that a connec¬

tion between the city and the surrounding communities can and often
does exist is quite clear.
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The presence of overlapping governments has already been men¬
tioned, but the roles of state and federal policies have not.

That

state governments affect a city's ability to raise revenues and pro¬
vide services is not mentioned very often in the literature, but it
is a very important factor.States control debt limits, tax
regulations, building and health codes, detemiine minimum wages and
restricting legislation such as rent control and condominium conver¬
sion limits.

Cities are prevented from using all the possible types

of revenue sources by state limits on debts, types of taxes permitted
and so forth.

The state also can mandate public services and often

leaves it up to the city to figure out how to finance the services.
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Chapter 766, services for physically and emotionally challenged
children in Massachusetts, is a very clear example of services man¬
dated by the state and paid for, somehow, by the cities and towns.
One of the major efforts cities could make to change their financial
condition would be to find ways to get individual states to change
some of the restrictions placed on cities.
The role of the federal government's policies and regulations
in the financial problems of cities has been well documented in the
public finance literature and will not be repeated here.

It should

be pointed out, however, that "federal" activity as an externality
is used to mean three different things in the literature.

First, it

is used to mean the truly large, sweeping forces in this country such
as the economics of production, inflation, and the state of the national economy.

qc

It is doubtful, in any ordinary sense of the

words, that the federal government has "complete control" over these
factors, at least in terms of preventing financial problems in
cities.

The second use of the words "federal policy" refers to the

policies enacted by the federal government which affect cities but
where adverse results were not intended.

The policies on highway ex¬

pansion, racial discrimination, housing subsidies, and military ex¬
penditures have all clearly affected cities across the nation, but
were aimed at achieving goals unrelated to the financial status of
cities.

The third way the words are used is to refer to choices made

in the formulation of federal policies and regulations which directly
affect cities and can be changed; the factors used in the creation
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of the formulas for federal grants is the prime example.

Cities

are affected financially by the activity at the federal level in all
of these ways.

Financial factors.

There are a number of financial characteristics

of a city that are relevant to fiscal stress.
is capital outlays and their costs.

One important factor

Cities must build and repair

roads, sewers, and public buildings, but a city could obviously over¬
extend itself financially.

The past history of decisions about the

types and size of capital outlays affects both the present choices
about what projects to do and the city's ability to raise funds in
the municipal market.

Labor costs ^re also an important finan¬

cial fact for a city; the levels of wages and the pressure on wages
(whatever the source) can drive expenditures up.

The range of

functions covered will directly control the levels of expenditures
possible for each function; this factor has been mentioned previous¬
ly.

Any changes in functions covered, state or federally mandated

or not, plus the actual costs of each type of function can lead to
rapidly increasing expenditures, in addition to the already mentioned
"Baumol's disease.In addition to what expenditures are made
for operating and capital needs, and to what level of costs each
function has, there is also the question of the flexibility of expen¬
ditures in general.

This flexibility, if any, comes from the polit¬

ical realities of the decision-making processes and from the income
elasticity of demand for public output.
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On the revenue side of the financial picture, there are several
important factors to be included among which are the size of the
revenue base, the composition or nature of the revenue sources, tax
collection effort, the tax burden, and the role of debt.

How large

the available revenue base is sets the baseline for financial
choices;^^^ this means not just property available for taxation,
but all sources of potential revenue available to a city — sales
tax, income taxes, other taxes, user fees, charges for services and
so on.

The fewer the resources and the smaller their size, the less

revenue raising ability the city has.

The important characteristics

of that revenue base in addition to the range of types of revenue in¬
clude the rates used, the degree of dependency on the property tax
in particular, and the degree of dependency on intergovernmental,
i.e., external revenue sources.

1 0?

In addition to the details of

the individual revenue sources, the flexibility of the revenue base
as a whole is also crucial; the ability to respond to changing condi¬
tions is due in part to political realities and in part to the income
elasticity of tax revenues.

1 03

How effectively the revenues are raised, once the resource is
available, is often a major factor in fiscal problems.The
policies toward assessments, collections, delinquency, abatements,
and the efficiency of the people involved can make the difference
between a well-run revenue system that yields revenues when they are
needed and in the amounts necessary, and a chaotic, unpredictable
cash flow that renders financial analysis virtually useless.

A city
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with a broad tax base that has flexibility and is efficiently managed
can still run into revenue troubles if the tax burden on individuals
is too large;

this has been a concern even in the least troubled

cities in the past few years because of inflation and taxpayers' per¬
ceptions of their lessening ability to pay for public services.
One of the factors about which the literature is clear on its
importance, but diverges widely in how best to measure its impact,
1

is the role of debt.

Short-term debt is useful and appropriate

for temporary cash flow problems; it is often used to hide or cover
obligations better paid for with long-term debt or general revenue.
Long-term debt is also abused when too much capital expenditure is
done vis-a-vis the city's ability to repay the debt.

The overall

level of debt is also crucial; even with good management of shortand long-term debt, it is possible to have too much debt in total.
It is also possible for a city to get into problems in terms of its
ability to service the debt it has or it needs.

As has been

mentioned, more than one governmental unit may draw on the same
revenue base; there can be serious problems brought about by over¬
lapping debt.

All of these concerns about debt and the economic con¬

dition of a city will be reflected in its bond ratings.

As ineffi¬

cient as bond ratings are for the prediction of a city's financial
troubles, they are one of the factors to be included in analysis of
fiscal problems.

Finally, there is the importance of other large

debt-like obligations, particularly the aforementioneu pension obli¬
gations, leases and contracts.
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In sum, there is a great deal of agreement in the literature on
the "causes" of fiscal stress and a wide variety in the ways in which
those "causes" are measured.

These "causes" can be put into four

broad groupings -- population, city characteristics, external factors
and financial factors.

The population grouping includes the size of

the population, the age, education and racial distributions, income,
employment, and poverty levels.

The city characteristics grouping

includes housing, density, economic base, quality of political lead¬
ership and financial management, size of public labor force and labor
climate, and range of public services offered.

The external factors

include the surrounding communities, overlapping governments, state
policies and regulations, and federal'activities.

The financial

factors include the costs of public services, the capital outlays,
the income elasticity of expenditures, the size and composition of
the revenue base, the income elasticity of that base, tax collection
efficiency and burden, and the role of debt.
As was pointed out earlier, the major problems in the literature
(in the evaluative sense) are the lack of explicit modeling by the
majority of the authors and the sloppy use of the words "fiscal
stress."

Careful examination reveals that the explicit models pre¬

sented in the beginning and the modeling implicit in the presentation
in this last section of the "causes" of fiscal stress are quite close
in structure.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter has been to review the literature
and to extract issues so that the choices made in the hypothesis de¬
velopment which is presented in Chapter III will make sense.

The im¬

portance of modeling and the role that ideology plays in our percep¬
tions of such models was presented as a framework for the explicit
and implicit models present in the literature on fiscal stress.

The

explicit and implicit models in the literature were reviewed and
showed a fair degree of consistency.

While no author sees cities as

isolated from the large social, economic, demographic and financial
forces at play in the nation, cities are seen as discrete units with
distinct legal, political and economic powers.
Since it is not possible to divide the literature on the basis
of different theories about or models of fiscal stress, the review
of individual works was presented on the basis of the methodological
approach the author used; this review then had three segments which
included the essays in which authors discussed fiscal stress, the
studies in which authors attempted to analyze fiscal stress, and the
more rigorous works where statistical analysis was used to examine
fiscal stress.

While there was considerable divergence in the ap¬

proaches used, all the individual works focus on a few main ideas:
what "causes" fiscal stress? or what variables are related to fiscal
stress; how can we tell if a city has or will have financial prob-
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lems; how can cities be compared to each other in terms of fiscal
stress.
The final section of this chapter presented an analysis of what
the literature "says" about fiscal stress.

A historical perspective

was given and the modeling used made explicit.

The variety of mean¬

ings assigned to the phrase "fiscal stress" was reviewed and it be¬
came apparent that much of the incoherence in the literature comes
not only from a lack of explicit modeling, but also from the use of
the term "fiscal stress" to mean different financial conditions, dif¬
ferent levels of analysis and both economic and fiscal questions.
When these various meanings are pulled apart, it becomes obvious that
"fiscal stress" means a gap between revenues and expenditures which
can be major or minor, short-term or chronic, sudden or slow in
development; it is also clear that other names and indicators are
needed for the related levels of analysis of general trends and con¬
ditions which contribute to fiscal stress, and the larger environ¬
mental "causes" of fiscal stress.

Finally, the "causes," large and

small, as perceived in the literature, were presented in four broad
groups; population characteristics, city characteristics, external
and financial factors.

In Chapter III an explanation will be given

of the way in which the modeling, definitions and "causes" of fiscal
stress, as presented in the literature, form the framework from which
the hypothesis was drawn and the research design developed.
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CHAPTER

III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Having reviewed the modeling, definitions and "causes" of fiscal
stress, and the research done on that topic in the previous chapter,
this chapter will describe the logic behind the hypothesis of this
research project.

The purpose of this chapter is to make explicit

the development of the hypothesis and to explain the actual research
design that has been carried out.

The statistical methodology that

was used and the limitations of this kind of research are also dis¬
cussed.

The results of the research are presented in Chapter IV.

Development of the Hypothesis

This research project was started by a question that caught the
author's interest:

"How can one tell if a city is in trouble before

it goes bankrupt?"

In order to translate that broad question into a

testable hypothesis, it is necessary to start at the beginning with
a model of "a city."

One has to define a city and to explain what

"a city in trouble" means; it is this modeling and definition process
that led this researcher to question the role that elasticities play
in fiscal stress.
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A city is a specific place, identified by the location and its
inhabitants.

Cities get their definition literally from their

charter granted by the state.

That this definition of cities does

not begin to cover adequately the social, economic and demographic
realities has been well demonstrated in sociological, economic base
and public finance literature.

But the financial problems of cities,

while deeply affected by all that goes on around them, ao begin and
end with the city as a separate, legal entity.
As has been described in Chapter II, "a city in trouble" can
mean a broad view in which population is declining, unemployment is
increasing, and other large forces are causing conflicts.

But as is

also apparent in the literature, cities can have financial difficul¬
ties regardless of their economic condition [41].

Nor are financial

difficulties solely associated with high tax rate pressure [71].
Cities that are old, large, industrially based and in the Northeast
have been judged to have fiscal problems; so have young, smaller but
rapidly growing, mixed economy cities in the South and Southwest [2,
24, 37, 92, 93, 97].

The reality is that cities located all over the

country in a wide variety of situations have to balance their reve¬
nues and expenditures.

The question is how to delineate the linkages

between cities as discrete units with given budgetary powers, and all
the large and small "causes" of financial difficulties.
How much power a city has to control fiscal stress depends on
the perspective of the viewer.

Coleman [23] probaoly came closest

to the reality when he pointed out that the national populace has the
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literal ability to change the forces affecting cities, but that
whether or not they want to make those changes is another question.^
But from the city's perspective, there is no control over many of the
large forces that lead to financial problems for cities.

However,

cities, that is, their decision-makers, do have a large amount of
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fiscal decisions; some of the rest of control or power lies in the
hands of state and federal governments, and the final amount lies in
the hands of the voters.

The question again is what are the connec¬

tions between economic and demographic changes in society and a given
city's revenue and expenditure choices.
A related issue here is whether or not financial strain is
linked to the problems of the 1970s and 1980s or is a condition that
can happen to any city at any time if the circumstances are right.
History shows that cities have had financial problems since the early
1800s [93] and that such "problem" cities can be found in all re¬
gions, with all kinds of economies and widely differing inhabitants.
It makes sense to focus on cities as discrete units with given
budgetary powers and various expenditure responsibilities; cities are
a legitimate unit of analysis.

It is also appropriate to examine why

cities have problems balancing their income and outflow and it is im¬
portant to use modeling that is free of time-specific parameters.
What factors, present or absent, will predispose a city to financial
problems or will exacerbate already troubled financial conditions?
For cities, financial problems in their simplest form mean ex-
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penditures greater than revenues.

Fiscal stress in cities is an im¬

balance or misalignment between revenues and expenditures so that ex¬
penditures exceed revenues.

Such stress can be major or minor in im¬

pact, chronic or short-term, and slow or sudden in development.
cal stress is actual or imminent financial problems.

Fis¬

It is not eco¬

nomic problems, nor is it general trends or conditions that lead to
financial problems or the larger environmental factors which "cause"
cities to have difficult fiscal choices.

Fiscal stress also does not

mean the decline or disadvantage of cities relative to each other or
absolutely.

Such decline may be social or economic, and is a way in

which cities can be ranked or evaluated.

But decline is not auto¬

matically synonomous with fiscal stress.

If it were, growing cities

would not experience fiscal stress and they clearly do.

Nor does

fiscal stress necessarily mean a financial emergency or crisis.

What

makes financial problems a crisis or an emergency is often the reac¬
tion of people to the events and choices, not the facts of the finan¬
cial situation.
The variables which lead to or "cause" fiscal stress are readily
agreed upon whether one takes a broad or narrow perspective.

Change

comes to cities from the characteristics of people who live there,
move in, and move out; these important aspects include the number of
people, types of dependent groups, racial groups and discrimination,
levels of income, education levels, amount of poverty, the amount and
types of employment.

Some of the aspects of the city that directly

affect financial problems are the quality of housing available, the
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density of residential patterns, the vitality of the economic base,
the type of government and number of overlapping governments, the
quality of leadership and financial management, the size and cost of
the municipal payroll, the labor climate, and the range of services
offered by the city.

Factors from outside the city that usually

seriously affect a city's financial condition include location, en¬
ergy costs, interaction with the surrounding communities, and the
policies and regulations of the state and federal governments.

In

addition, there are financial factors that contribute to the overall
fiscal condition of a city.

These factors include capital outlay

needs, labor costs, the size and composition of the revenue base, tax
collection efficiency and the tax burden on residents, and the avail¬
ability of debt as a set of tools for use in revenue problems.
Clearly, social, economic and demographic changes occur, from
within and outside the city.

The question is what are the variables

or linkages that translate those changes into revenue and expenditure
decisions and what happens to "cause fiscal stress" as a result?
Dusansky and Nordell [32], Barro [7, 104] and Berne and Schramm [10]
all say elasticity or flexibility, i.e., the ability of the revenue
and expenditure structures to respond to change.

Clark [21, 22]

adds another dimension in his emphasis on the role that leadership
and decision-making patterns play in fiscal stress.

And George

Peterson [75, 76] identified this component directly in his observa¬
tion that fiscal stress is a political problem caused by the failure
of decision-makers to face budget constraints.

4
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It is clear that there are two major sets of linkages to expen¬
ditures and revenues through which social, economic and demographic
changes get translated into financial choices which lead a city into
or out of financial strain, or fiscal stress.

The first of these

linkages is the political realities of the city's decision-making in
general and its financial decision-making in particular.

There is a

considerable and provocative literature on politics in cities and
specifically financial politics which the public finance and politi¬
cal science fields overlap.

The theory of incrementalism and the

work on PPBS and zero-base budgeting are three examples of the liter¬
ature available on the interaction between politics, that is people,
and financial information and choices.
One should never forget the presence of politics as a set of
linkages between pressures or changes and a city's financial deci¬
sions, but even the most well developed and finely tuned political
system will have to deal with the second set of linkages which is the
realities of the expenditure and revenue structure being used.

While

the details of the structure such as the range of types of revenues
available and the efficiency with which those revenues are collected
are important, the one linkage that is critical in the ability of a
city to deal with pressures for change will be the flexibility of the
system.

Dusansky and Nordell [32] showed the importance of this fac¬

tor when they determined that not only were both the income elasti¬
city of tax revenue and the income elasticity of demand for public
goods important in their model, but also that the crucial relation-
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ship in the model was the relationship between the two.
The Touche Ross study also made this point.

5

In the conclusion

of the study, the authors state that municipal "fiscal stress" should
be seen as a dynamic adjustment process between "financial capacity"
due to underlying economic resources and "demand" from expressed need
and demand for public goods and services.

However, this dynamic pro¬

cess runs into roadblocks which cause imbalances or the problems that
are meant by the words "fiscal stress."

The major limit is the lack

of ability of the revenue and expenditure system to respond to
change.

When this elasticity mismatch is combined with the mismatch
in the countercyclical timing of the tax versus expenditure
increases and the downward rigidity of municipal expendi¬
ture levels especially with union-negotiated wage rates,
the magnitude of this municipal fiscal dilemma is clear.^

It is clear that one of the important aspects of fiscal stress
that needs investigation is the role of the elasticity or flexibility
of the revenue and expenditure structures.

There has not been very

much work focused on the role of elasticities in fiscal stress.

What

has been examined in the public finance literature is the role of
elasticity in the various types of revenue.
Elasticity is usually measured by comparing the percent change
in the item of interest to the percent change in either income or
population which is assumed to be systematically related.

For ex¬

ample, the income elasticity of tax revenue yield is the percent
change in revenue yielded ratioed to (or divided by) the percent
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change in Income.^

For property tax revenue, the estimate of elas¬

ticities vary considerably, from .22 to 2.27; the variation is due
in part to the use of different measures of the yield, such as aso

sessed value, full value, market value.

Inflation plays an im¬

portant role in measurement of elasticities, causing differences be¬
tween real and nominal elasticities in all three main tax sources,
9
income, sales and property taxes.
Since very little work has been done on the role of elasticity
in fiscal stress, research is obviously needed on this dimension of
financial problems in cities.

In addition to the necessity for sheer

information on the topic, there is an important policy question for
which this is relevant.

Should the federal government see the

changes which affect cities as being long-range forces working them¬
selves out and thus only assist cities in making adjustments, or
should they see curing cities of their financial problems as a ser¬
ious target for direct federal policy?

The difference in these two

approaches not only affects the amounts of money, distribution chan¬
nels, and allocation formulas used for federal funds to the cities,
but also affects the "carrots" or enticements, restrictions, and re¬
quirements the federal government places on state and local decision¬
makers.

If the federal government felt that better quality financial

management was an important part of the problems in cities, it could
attach strings to the very needed welfare and medical federal funds
designed to force such change as was needed.

Knowing more about the

elasticity of the revenue and expenditure structures would help in
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this important federal policy choice.
There is a work in which this area has been directly addressed
and that is George Peterson's [75] piece "The Economic and Fiscal Ac¬
companiments of Population Change.Peterson examines ". . .
four issues that are fundamental to the linkage between population
change and national economic development policy."^^

Fiscal con¬

cerns are one of the four issues he feels are so important.

First

he examines the extent of economic adjustment that has already accom¬
panied geographic shifts in the nation's population; from a longrange perspective he concludes that convergence towards overall na¬
tional equality in costs, wages, returns and prices is occurring, but
that in the short-range such convergence has overshot equilibrium,
creating new imbalances and inequities.

Second, he looks at the role

migration has played in local growth rates and rates of local unem¬
ployment; he says that labor and capital migrations have been largely
responsible for the regional economic shifts that have occurred in
recent decades.

Third, he examines the factor cost adjustments that

have accompanied different rates of economic and population growth;
he concludes that until recently price adjustments did not appear to
be lowering relative costs, but that since 1975 factor costs do seem
to be adjusting.
Finally Peterson turns to the fiscal impacts that different
growth rates have on fiscal costs and revenues of local governments.
He describes the fiscal dilemma as one in which the ". . . local
revenues have proved more elastic and more immediately sensitive to
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population decline than have local expenditures."

12

In population

decline, taxable resources are depleted faster than expenditure re¬
quirements are eased.

For population increases, the clustering of

public capital investment requirements creates the need for heavy
debt levels which Peterson says tend to be self-liquidating.

He ar¬

gues that sustained economic growth usually generates more than ade¬
quate revenues to amortize such debt while fiscal difficulties due
to decline tend to be cumulative.

It is precisely the difficulty in

adjusting, however, that is the real meaning of "fiscal stress" and
it is the role that the elasticity of the revenue and expenditure
structures play in that difficulty of adjustment that is the focus
of this research project.
Peterson calculated elasticities of expenditures and revenues.
For expenditures, he used subsets of forty cities, depending on data
available for 1961-1971, and 1971-1976; for property tax he found an
elasticity with respect to population of 2.1; for sales volume, an
elasticity of .8 to 1.6; for income tax, an elasticity of 1.6.

The

elasticities of revenues tended overall to be elastic; however, the
elasticities with respect to population for common function expendi¬
tures were inelastic, for 1960-1970, .35; for 1970-73, .49; and for
1973-1976, 1.2.

The gaps were filled by federal revenues.

Peterson

goes on to argue that federal assistance should be aimed at adjustment, not at "curing" the financial problems of cities.

13

In addition to the need for information on the role elasticities
play in fiscal stress, and the policy question of aid for adjustment
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versus serious federal assistance, another concern related to fiscal
stress and elasticities is the role of time series data.

While many

of the statistics about cities were gathered over time, the bulk of
the research on fiscal stress has been done on cross-sectional data
which prevents any understanding of how fiscal stress happens over
time.

It was these three concerns that led to the original hypothe¬

sis of this research project that fiscal stress is a function of the
elasticities of the expenditure and revenue structures of cities.
The main points are that one of the major linkages between pressure
for change and fiscal choices is the elasticities of revenues and ex¬
penditures and that such elasticities should be examined over time.
The revised version of the hypothesis is that fiscally stressed
cities will have significantly different elasticities of revenues and
expenditures with respect to city size and income than will non¬
fiscal ly-stressed cities.

The research design presented in the next

section is the procedure that was developed to examine and test this
hypothesis.

Research Design and Methodology

To test a hypothesis, it is necessary to define all the terms
in an operational way, to specify the data on which the analysis is
to be done, to choose the tools to be used in analysis, and to deter¬
mine the steps in which the analysis is to be done.

It is the pur¬

pose of this section to explain the choices made in each of these
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parts of the research process for this project.
The definition of fiscal stress that was used was "an operating
deficit," that is, where operating expenditures exceeded operating
revenues; fiscally-stressed cities had an operating deficit while
non-fiscally-stressed cities did not.

Capital Budgets and Total

Revenues were not examined because of the difficulties in gathering
consistent data.

Cities were those legal, discrete units as defined

by their state charters and accepted by the Bureau of Census.

The

elasticities of revenues were the percent change in each revenue
source divided by the percent change in either city size or income.
The elasticities of expenditures were the percent change in each ex¬
penditure type divided by the percent change in either city size or
income.

The city size was the population of the city while the city

income was the per capita income, both as defined and collected by
the Bureau of the Census.

The elasticities were calculated using

multiple regression, and the Chow test was used to measure whether
or not the differences between elasticities were statistically sig¬
nificant, and thus whether or not the elasticities were "signifi¬
cantly different."

Specific expenditure and revenue categories were

chosen for examination.

The revenues included total operating reve¬

nues, intergovernmental revenues, property taxes, sales taxes, other
taxes, user charges revenues and miscellaneous revenues.

The expen¬

ditures included total operating expenditures, education, library,
public welfare, health, hospital, roads, police, fire, sewerage,
sanitation, parks and recreation, financial administration, general
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control, general buildings and interest on public debt.
The data base was 37 of the largest cities in the United States
from 1961 to 1978 for the above listed categories; the sources were
the Bureau of the Census, the Office of Revenue Sharing and the Sur¬
vey of Buying Power which will be described below.This group
of cities was selected because expenditure and revenue data has been
collected for more than twenty years on the cities of 300,000 and
greater population by the Bureau of the Census.

Specific cities were

selected on the basis of which of them had data collected for the en¬
tire period of interest; out of the cities for which data was avail¬
able, thirty-nine were selected initially.

The definitions of all

of the expenditures and revenues were checked for consistency and in¬
consistent categories were excluded.

Earlier years were not used be¬

cause of changes in the categories or cities; some categories were
not used because of changes in the definitions over the years.
During the data examination, the same ten cities consistently
were outlyers, or unusual observations.

These ten cities were New

York, Washington, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Philadel¬
phia, San Francisco, Baltimore and Boston.

Every year for all the

different revenues and expenditures these ten cities simply had more
revenue and spent more than the other cities.

New York and Washing¬

ton ultimately were removed because their financial patterns were
unique and inclusion produced significant distortion in the data.
Five of the eight remaining "unusual cases" obviously had size in
common as a factor; they were all greater than one million in popula-
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tion.

San Francisco, Boston and Baltimore had spending and revenue

patterns different from other cities their size.

There was no justi¬

fication from the patterns in the data for removal or manipulation
of the data for the eight remaining cities.

The possibility of two

or more functions were considered, but nothing was found in the data
examination to confirm that possibility.
The resulting data base was the revenues, expenditures, popula¬
tion and per capita income data for 37 of the largest cities in the
United States for the years 1961-1978 in the categories listed above;
a specific listing of the cities and description of the data base is
in the Appendix.
There was one major problem in collecting the data and that was
finding population and per capita income estimates for most of the
years needed.

The revenue and expenditure data for all thirty-seven

cities for all eighteen years was complete in City Government Fin¬
ances, ^^ but the estimates of population and per capita income done
by the Bureau of the Census and the figures collected by the Office
of Revenue Sharing only covered a few sporadic years in the 1970s.
All possible sources for estimates were checked and after evaluation
of the few possibilities for obtaining estimates, the Survey of Buy¬
ing Powerwas chosen because it includes annual estimates of pop¬
ulation and per capita income done by methods comparable to those
used by the Bureau of the Census.
It should be pointed out that whatever the sources, the popula¬
tion and per capita income figures are estimates primarily; some bias
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"wash" or compensate for each other so that characteristics that
"stood out" would not be due to chance.

These cities were not ran¬

domly selected and this is one of the criticisms to be leveled at the
design in the critique below.
This pooled data had another problem which had to be included
in the procedures used for analysis, i.e., inflation.

The impact of

inflation is a serious one; David Greytak found that inflation ac¬
counted for 30% of the increase in local government expenditures and
that therefore only slightly over one half of the increases could be
explained as increases in goods and services.Therefore, the
data was deflated in order to remove the impact of inflation; the de¬
flator used was one of the two deflators used in the Council of Eco¬
nomic Advisors' Annual Report of 1981, labeled "Fixed-weighted Price
Indexes for Gross National Product 1972 Weights."

18

The actual

figures are included in the Appendix.
The procedures in the methodology were relatively simple.

The

pooled data was "mapped" by a program called SCATTERGRAM from the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

The investiga¬

tions included logging population to capture any curvilinear func¬
tions and careful examination of the scattergram outlyers to deter¬
mine any unusual cities or groups of cities, and the possibility of
two functions being present.

New York and Washington turned out to

have unique revenue and expenditure patterns which distorted the pat¬
terns in the data base as a whole and resulted in their removal from
the analysis.

While there was evidence of clustering among the cit-
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ies, both in terms of size and unusual revenue and expenditure pat¬
terns, nothing was found that warranted any other changes in the
data.

No evidence of curvilinear or multiple functions was found.
After the data was examined, the elasticities for the individual

revenue and expenditure categories were calculated using simple linear regression in SPSS.

1g

The regression relationship had the fol¬

lowing equation:
a revenue or expenditure category
= f (population or per capita income)
The regressions were examined to determine which categories had sta¬
tistically insignificant relationships with either population or per
capita income.

Then the data base was divided into two groups.

The

fiscally-stressed cases (FS) were the cases in which there was an
operating deficit, i.e.. General Expenditures were greater than Gen¬
eral Revenues.

The non-fiscally-stressed cases (Non-FS) were the

cases in which there was no operating deficit, i.e.. General Expendi¬
tures were less than or equal to General Revenues.

The elasticities

for each individual revenue and expenditure category were then cal¬
culated using simple linear regression for each group using the prev¬
iously-stated relationship.
The hypothesis that elasticities of these two samples, fiscallystressed and non-fiscally-stressed, would differ significantly was
tested by use of the Chow test.

The Chow test measures the signifi¬

cance of the difference between regressions run on two subsets in a
data base.

"If the calculated ratio exceeds the value in the F table
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the null hypothesis is rejected, the difference between the estimated
regression coefficients is statistically significant, and the two
structures are inferred to be different at the chosen level of significance."

20

The Chow test shows whether or not the regressions are

significantly different; if the regressions differ significantly,
then the elasticities also differ.

Thus a valid, positive Chow test

would mean that the null hypothesis of no relationship can be re¬
jected and the hypothesis of interest here, that fiscally-stressed
cities will have significantly different elasticities with respect
to city size and income than will non-fiscally-stressed cities, can
be accepted.
The results are presented in Chapter IV.

The one aspect of the

design that needs commentary at this point before reviewing the re¬
sults is a critical appraisal of the design; the results should be
reviewed with a clear sense of the "built-in" limitations of this re¬
search project.

Design Limitations

Some of the potential problems in this research project have al¬
ready been alluded to.

While the revenue and expenditure data are

actual figures, the population and per capita income figures are es¬
timates which means the elasticities were estimated from estimates;
however, the actual figures may suffer from reporting errors.

The

cities were not selected randomly which means that some systematic
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bias might be present.
There are four major sources of criticism of this research pro¬
ject.

The first source is that one might fault the theoretical model

and the logic leading to the hypothesis and thus the research design
may be flawed.

The author has made every effort to remove error due

to any flaws in the model and the reader will have to judge as to
whether or not the effort was successful.

The second source of pos¬

sible error is human error in collection of the data, formulation of
that data into a data base on the computer and manipulation of the
data during the statistical analysis.

Every effort was made to re¬

duce any of this sort of error by careful record keeping, editing of
the data base and detailed computer work.
One of the widely used books on research design is Campbell and
Stanley's Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research.

21

On the basis of their criteria for internal and external validity,
this project can be faulted for the possibility of systematic bias
in the selection of the cities and lack of control over the variables
and therefore, for low internal reliability and validity and lack of
generalizabi1ity due to the ex post nature of the design.

The third

criticism is precisely this ex post nature of the design.

The ad¬

vantages of ex post design generally are high external validity,
larger responses in independent variables, higher realism and strong
theory orientation.

The disadvantages are lack of control over vari¬

ables, lack of randomization, lack of precision, and the high risk
of improper explanation because alternative explanations are all too
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possible.

The only possible response to these two criticisms is

that these problems are the problems of most of the research in pub¬
lic finance; experimental designs are rarely possible and often are
not sufficiently directly targeted to the area of research.

Elasti¬

cities are simply not available for experimentation, nor should they
be in the usual research design sense.
The final criticism that must be reviewed comes from the limita¬
tions inherent in the data.

Both problems inherent in financial data

and the way in which the Bureau of the Census collects it may be
criticized.

There are differences in accounting procedures and in¬

consistencies built into the data [6, 22, 29, 55, 77, 92, 97]; a
major problem is mismatched fiscal yeaTs [29].

There are major inac¬

curacies in reporting of financial data [6, 29, 55, 97, 101], includ¬
ing fraud [87].

The reporting "populations" are heterogeneous [55,

77] and often late in their reports [29].

The Bureau of the Census

has been criticized for a variety of limitations in the reporting [6,
29, 77, 97].

Some of the problems are not entirely the Bureau's

fault; there are no standards for measuring fiscal stress and other
financial concerns [55, 92, 101], and there is much effort that is
at cross purposes in both the collection and analysis of financial
data [74].

The only defense possible about this particular research

project in the face of the massive data problems is that the research
design was planned to maximize the quality of the data used given the
problems inherent in this type of data.
Clearly this project can be criticized on aspects of the theor-
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etical model, the ex post nature of the design and the serious prob¬
lem inherent in the data.

The results presented in Chapter IV should

be read with these limitations in mind.

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter has been to present the hypothesis
of this research project and the logic behind it, and to describe the
research design.

The level of analysis presented was the city which

was modeled as a discrete, legal, financial unit with given budgetary
powers and expenditure pressures.

This unit is strongly affected by

social, economic and demographic changes on a larger scale, and even
sometimes is overwhelmed by them, but the financial decisions have
to be made at the local level.

The important point is that cities

have to balance their income and outflows; fiscal stress is a mis¬
alignment in that balance.

What factors, free of time-specific iden¬

tity, contribute to that misalignment?
Fiscal stress was defined as an operating deficit where operat¬
ing expenditures exceed operating revenues.
financial difficulties.

It is imminent or actual

It is not economic distress, general trends

or conditions which lead to such problems, not large environmental
factors which "cause" such problems; nor is fiscal stress synonymous
with decline or disadvantage of cities relatively or absolutely, or
emergency or crisis.

Fiscal stress, i.e., financial strain, can be

major or minor in impact, chronic or short-term, slow or sudden in
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samples, fiscally-stressed and non-fiscally stressed; testing of the
hypothesis by subjecting the regressions of the two samples to the
Chow test for measurement of the significance of the difference.
This testing was done for elasticities with respect to population and
for elasticities with respect to per capita income.

The results are

presented in Chapter IV.
Finally, the research design was criticized so that the results
can be reviewed with an understanding of the limitations of this kind
of research.

In addition to error that may be present due to inap¬

propriate modeling in the development of the hypothesis and human er¬
ror in the data collection and manipulation, the two major proDlems
with this kind of reseach are its ex post nature and the oppressive
data problems.

Some brief defense of this research project in light

of these criticisms was presented.

In summary, the results in Chap¬

ter IV should be studied with an understanding that the literature
and modeling in this subject area are not particularly systematic,
that research in public finance is by the nature of the field ex
post, and that the data problems are severe.
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CHAPTER

IV

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Introduction

Tre fccus of this research project is the analysis of fiscal
stress or tne financial difficulties of cities.

This chapter pre¬

sents an overview of the results of the statistical work.

The im¬

mediate goal is to acquaint the reader with the statistical results.
In Chapter III, it is argued that fiscally-stressed cities will
have significantly different elasticities of revenues and expendi¬
tures with respect to city size and income from non-fiscally-stressed
cities.

Fiscal stress was defined as operating expenditures exceed¬

ing operating revenues; the significance of the difference was meas¬
ured by the Chow test.

The population of the city was used as a

measure of city size and the per capita 'income of city residents was
used as a measure of city income.

Elasticity was measured by the

ratio of the percent change in a revenue (or expenditure) to the per¬
cent change in population (or per capita income).

Six categories of

revenues and fifteen categories of expenditures were examined.
The final data base included the figures for the revenues and
expenditures and the estimates for population and per capita income
for 39 of the largest cities in the United States from 1961 to 19/8.
After examination of the data through the "mapping" available in
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SPSS, it was decided to remove New York and Washington, D.C. because
of their unique fiscal patterns.^

The revenue and expenditure fig¬

ures were deflated to correct for inflation.

The deflated, pooled

data was divided into two groups, by the definition of fiscal stress
as an operating deficit, i.e., the fiscally-stressed sample (FS) and
the non-fiscally-stressed sample (Non-FS).

The elasticities of rev¬

enues and expenditures with respect to population and per capita in¬
come were estimated by the use of regression.

The hypothesis that

these two samples would differ significantly in the elasticities es¬
timated in the regressions was tested by use of the Chow test.

In

the following sections the results and the elasticities are pre¬
sented.

General Findings

There were two sets of results that are more general than the
evaluation of the hypothesis of this research project.

These two re¬

sults were the role of per capita income and the correlation patterns
among the variables.

Per capita income was to have been the "base"

of a whole set of elasticities, i.e., the elasticities of revenues
and expenditures with respect to per capita income for FS and Non-FS
observations.

But, as it turned out, this entire line of exploration

was ended before it began because PCI did not have a strong enough
relationship to any of the variables to warrant acceptance of the re¬
sults.

The R^s for all of the variables regressed with per capita
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income as the independent variable were simply unacceptable; the figures are presented in Table 1.

The highest R

was .14 (Current

Revenues, Sewerage) and 18 of the variables had R s of .09 or less.
The correlations of PCI with the other variables were also low,
as might be expected from such low R s.

The highest correlations

were between PCI and Current Revenues and Sewerage Expenditures (.38
each) while 18 of the variables had correlations with PCI of .29 or
less.

The rest of the variables had correlation patterns that were

more expected.
dix.)

(Tables of the correlation figures are in the Appen¬

Population had a correlation of .05 or higher with 17 vari¬

ables.

Three variables. Intergovernmental Revenues, Health and Sew¬

erage Expenditures, were close to .5 with correlations of .41, .46,
and .43, respectively.

The only variables having low correlations

with population were Education, Public Welfare, and Hospital Expendi¬
tures.
There are a few patterns in the correlations which should be
reported at this point.

The first pattern was a striking degree of

consistency between General Revenues and General Expenditures.

These

two variables exhibited exactly the same patterns in their correla¬
tions with the other variables and in their Scattergram "maps".

The

correlation figures of General Revenues and General Expenditures with
the other variables were within 3/100 of each other for all the vari¬
ables.

The correlation between the two variables was .99 v/hile the

correlations with twenty out of the twenty-one other variables were
.5 or higher; Education Expenditures had correlation levels of .39
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(General Revenues) and .42 (General Expenditures).
The second pattern occurred between the individual revenue vari¬
ables; it was a clear pattern of ranking among the revenue variables.
This pattern showed both in the correlations with General Revenues
and General Expenditures and in the correlations with the other rev¬
enue and expenditure variables.

Intergovernmental Revenues, Property

Tax Revenues, and Current Revenues each had correlations of .8 or
more with both General Revenues and General Expenditures, while
three-fourths of the other variables had correlations of .5 or higher
with all three of these revenue variables.

Miscellaneous Revenues

came right behind these revenue variables with correlations of .7
with General Revenues and General Expenditures; again, three-fourths
fourths of the other variables had correlations of .5 or higher with
Miscellaneous Revenues, but the levels of correlation were not as
high as the first three revenue variables mentioned.

Finally, Sales

Tax and Other Tax Revenues distinctly came in a third grouping with
.6 levels of correlations with General Revenues and General Expendi¬
tures; only half of the other variables had correlations of .5 or
higher with Sales Tax Revenues and Other Tax Revenues.
Among the expenditure variables there were also some patterns
of interest.

Education, Public Welfare and Hospitals consistently

had low correlation coefficients when compared with all of the other
revenue and expenditure variables.

Education had correlations of ap¬

proximately .4 with General Revenues and General Expenditures; only
four other variables had correlations with Education of .3 or higher
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TABLE 1

Per Capita Income Regression Results -- R 2

Variable

Note:

R^

General Revenues
General Expenditures

.08
.07

Revenues
Intergovernmental
Property Tax
Sales Tax
Other Tax
Current
Miscellaneous

.11
.004
.10
.009
.14
.08

Expenditures
Education
Library
Public Welfare
Health
Hospitals

.002
.033
.003
.08
.003

Transportation
Police
Fire
Sewerage
Sanitation

.018
.05
.07
.14
.016

Parks and Recreation
Financial Aid
General Control
General Building
Interest

.12
.09
.05
.02
.06

Variable definitions are in the Appendix.
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(Intergovernmental .61, Property Tax .39, Public Welfare .36, and
Hospitals .41), while the rest of the correlations were below .2.
Public Welfare had 18 correlations below .5 while Hospitals had 15.
For both, the correlations with General Revenues and General Expendi¬
tures were about .5 and the few variables with correlations of .5 or
higher were all below .6.

Among the expenditure variables, the cor¬

relation patterns of these three variables were distinctly lower
overall.

Conversely, Police, Fire, Financial Administration and In¬

terest correlated highly with all the variables (except Education,
Public Welfare and Hospitals).

For all four of these variables, the

correlations with the other variables were all about .5 or higher.
Police and Fire correlated with General Revenues and General Expendi¬
tures at about .9 and with each other at .95.

Financial Administra¬

tion and Interest correlated with General Revenues and General Expen¬
ditures at .8 level and at .7 level with each other.

The other ex¬

penditure variables had correlation patterns with the other revenue
and expenditure variables that were similar to nature of the expendi¬
tures in that category.

For all eight of these variables, the corre¬

lations with General Revenues and General Expenditures were .5 or
higher while the overall levels of correlation with other variables
was low for Education, Public Welfare and Hospitals, high for Police,
Fire, Financial Administration and Interest, and moderate for the
rest.
Comments on these patterns in the correlation among the vari¬
ables and the role of per capita income are deferred to Chapter V.
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The major results which pertain to fiscal stress, elasticities and
the hypothesis of this research project came in the elasticities with
respect to population.

These results are presented in the next sec¬

tion.

Fiscal Stress -- Population

As was reported in the previous section. Population correlated
highly with 17 variables and moderately with Intergovernmental,
Health and Sewerage.

There were low correlations between Population

and Education, Public Welfare and Hospitals.

In spite of the overall

tendency towards high correlations between Population and the other
variables, ten of the variables were insignificant in the simple
linear regressions used to estimate the elasticities.
ables and the R^s are listed in Table 2.

These vari¬

The variables which cor¬

related at moderate or low levels with Population accounted for six
out of these ten variables.

"Lost" to the analysis were three out

of the six revenues, two of which were two of the three most corre¬
lated revenues in the correlation patterns between the revenue and
expenditure variables.

The seven "lost" expenditures included the

three expenditures that exhibited the distinctly low pattern of cor¬
relation overall (Education, Public Welfare and Hospitals).

Also

"lost" were four of the variables with moderate correlation patterns
between revenue and expenditure variables. Health, Sewerage, Parks
and Recreation and General Control.

These variables were all insig-
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nificant both in regressions run on the entire data base and in re¬
gressions run on the FS and Non-FS samples.
Thirteen variables were significant, i.e., had acceptable R s.
It is with these variables that the research hypothesis was tested.
2
The variables, R s and elasticities are presented in Table 3.
2
eral Revenues and General Expenditures had R s of .53.
2
revenue variables had R s close to .5.

Gen-

The three

For the eight expenditure

2
variables, the R s ranged from .50 to .73.

2
The R s for the FS

and Non-FS samples also yielded exactly the same pattern; the same
2
13 variables were significant with very similar R s.

The accept-

2
ability of the R s means that the elasticities estimated by the
simple linear regressions were regarded as valid.
Prior to examination of the Chow test results and the resulting
evaluation of the hypothesis, there is an important observation to
make about the elasticities.

The patterns among the elasticities

were the same for the whole data base estimates and for both samples.
The largest nunerical difference was 19/100.

All the elasticities

have the same direction and each one was on the same "side" of 1.0.
Thus, generalizations about the elasticities estimated using the
whole data base also described the patterns in the estimated elasti¬
cities for both samples.
Half of the elasticities were less than 1.0.

General Revenues,

General Expenses, Property Tax Revenues, Fire, Financial Administra¬
tion and Interest all had elasticities of .81 to .89 while Miscellan¬
eous Revenues had an elasticity of .75.

Both of the overall meas-
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TABLE 2
Population Regressions -- Insignificant Variables

Variable

Note:

Intergovernmental Revenues
Other Tax Revenues
Current Revenues

.17
.24
.35

Education
Public Welfare
Health
Hospitals
Sewerage
Parks and Recreation
General Control

.003
.009
.21
. UJ

.19
.24
.29

These variables were statistically insignificant in both the
regressions which used the whole data base and the regressions
on the two groups (FS and Non-FS).
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TABLE 3
Population Regressions -- Significant
Variable and Elasticities

Data Base
Elasticity

Variable
General Revenues
General Expenditures

FS Elasticity

Non-FS
Elasticity

.53
.53

.81
.89

.87
.86

.75
.73

Property Tax Revenues .49
.53
Sales Tax Revenues
Miscellaneous Revenues .53

.84
1.40
.75

.85
1.59
.74

.81
1.24
.72

Library
Transportation
Police
Fire

.59
.67
.78
.78

.99
.97
1.30
.89

1.06
.997
1.39
.88

.93
.97
1.22
.87

Sanitation
Financial
Administration
General Building
Interest

.78
43

1.17'
.82

1.20
.85

1.16
.77

.61
.50

1.56
.83

1.47
.897

1.56
.79

Note:

The regression equation used was revenue or expenditure =
f (population).
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ures, two out of the three significant revenue sources, and three of
the eight significant expenditures were relatively less elastic.
When there was a change in population, these revenue and expenditure
categories changed by a smaller amount than the size of the popula¬
tion change.

In comparison to the other revenue and expenditures.

these categories were less responsive to changes in population.
Two of the expenditure categories were essentially neutral.
t

Changes in population led to equivalent changes in Library and Trans¬
portation.

The elasticity of Library was .99 and of Transportation

was .97; these numbers are almost 1.0.

The last revenue source and

three expenditures had elasticities greater than unity.

Sales Tax

Revenues had an elasticity of 1.40, Police had 1.30, Sanitation had
1.17, and General Building 1.56.

For these categories, changes in

population led to larger changes in Sales Tax Revenues, Police, Sani¬
tation and General Building.
To test the hypothesis that fiscally-stressed cities would have
significantly different elasticities of revenues and expenditures
with respect to population than would non-fiseally-stressed cities,
it was necessary to split the cases into two samples (FS and Non-FS).
The Chow test was used to determine whether or not the differences
between the estimated elasticities of the two samples were statisti¬
cally significant.^
pendix.)

(A description of the Chow test is in the Ap¬

The results of the Chow tests on the estimated elasticities

for 13 significant variables from the two samples are presented in
Table 4.
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At the 5% level of confidence, the Chow test resulted in a cal¬
culated F greater than the Tabular F for six out of the thirteen var¬
iables.

For General Revenues, General Expenses, Miscellaneous Rev¬

enue, Library, Fire and General Buiding the Chow test results reject¬
ed the null hypothesis of no statistically significant difference be¬
tween the elasticities of the FS and Non-FS samples.

For these vari¬

ables, significantly different structures in the regressions can be
inferred and the research hypothesis accepted.

For the other seven

variables, the Chow test results led to an acceptance of the null
hypothesis that no statistically significant difference existed be¬
tween the FS and Non-FS samples.
jected for these variables.

Thus the research hypothesis is re¬

At the 5% level, the FS sample differed

from the Non-FS sample in the overall picture, one out of three rev¬
enue sources and three out of eight expenditures.

For five of the

six variables which were significantly different, the FS elasticities
were larger than the Non-FS samples, although the differences were
not very big.

For both samples. General Revenues, General Expendi¬

tures, Miscellaneous Revenues and Fire had elasticities of less than
1.0.

Library had an elasticity of .93 for the Non-FS sample and 1.06

for FS.

Only General Building expenditures were elastic, 1.47 for

the FS sample and 1.56 for the Non-FS sample.
In summary, only thirteen variables turned out to have high
enough R s to make the elasticity estimates valid.

Of those thir¬

teen variables, only six differed significantly as measured by the
Chow test from the FS sample to the Non-FS sample at the 5% level of
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TABLE 4
FS and Non-FS Sample Elasticities
and Chow Test Results

Variable

Chow Test
Calculated F

General Revenues
General Expenditures

1 D. OD

3.50

Reject
Reject

Property Tax Revenues
Sales Tax Revenues
Miscellaneous Revenues

2.10
2.27
14.10

Accept
Accept
Reject

Library
Transportation
Police
Fire

3.95
.87
.90
14.76

Reject
Accept
Accept
Reject

Sanitation
Financial Administration
General Building
Interest

*

2.81 .
1.18
9.06
1.71

Accept
Accept
Reject
Accept

At the 5% Confidence level, the Tabular F is 3.00.

** "Accept" means accept the null hypothesis of no difference.
"Reject" means reject the null hypothesis of no difference, accept
the inference of the presence of two different structures and
therefore accept research hypothesis.
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confidence.

In addition, the differences betwen the elasticities

from the samples were quite small; the largest difference was 35/100
and most of the differences were much smaller.

Also, the patterns

in the correlations among the variables were not unusual even though
322 out of the 666 observations had an operating deficit or fiscal
stress.

Although the Chow test results verified the research hypo¬

thesis that fiscally-stressed FS cities do differ from non-fiscallystressed cities for six variables, the weight of the evidence from a
larger perspective led to the conclusion that the research
cannot be accepted.

h\/nQ-|-hoc -j c

While fiscally-stressed cities do differ from

non-fiseally-stressed cities, the differences do not outweigh the
similarities as measured in this project with this particular data
base.

The implications of these results are covered in Chapter V.

Conclusion

In this chapter the results of the statistical analysis done in
this research project were presented.
was briefly reviewed.

First, the project description

The hypothesis was that fiscally-stressed

cities would have significantly different elasticities of revenues
and expenditures with respect to city size and income than would non¬
fiscal ly-stressed cities.

The data base used was the revenue and ex¬

penditure figures and the population and per capita income estimates
for 37 of the largest cities in the United States for the years 1961
to 1978.

The deflated, pooled data was divided into two groups, a
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fiscally-stressed sample and non-fiscally stressed sample.

The elas¬

ticities of revenues and expenditures with respect to population and
per capita income were estimated by sample linear regression.

The

significance of the differences between the elasticities of the two
samples was measured by the Chow test.
All of the regressions for all the variables regressed with PCI
9

as the independent variables had unacceptable R s so the analysis
could not continue.
was described.

The patterns of correlation among the variables

Overall PCI had low correlations with all the vari¬

ables while Population had high levels of correlation with a majority
of the variables.

General Revenues and General Expenditures had a

striking degree of consistency in their patterns of correlation, the
revenue sources revealed explicit rankings and the expenditures
grouped themselves into very high, moderate and low levels of corre¬
lation.

In the examination of the elasticities with respect to popu¬

lation, ten variables were insignificant and only six of the thirteen
significant variables had Chow test results that supported the re¬
search hypothesis at the 5% level of confidence.

The patterns in the

elasticities were the same for the whole data base and for both sam¬
ples.

To generalize about one was to generalize about the other two.

The weight of the evidence led to the conclusion that the research
hypothesis was not proven, even though the Chow tests confirmed it
in some of the variables.

The implications and meanings of these

findings are presented in Chapter V.

FOOTNOTES

1. The unique fiscal patterns were very obvious in the "maps" pro¬
duced by the SPSS SCATTERprogram. New York and Washington con¬
sistently appeared at the very top right and middle right edges re¬
spectively of the diagrams, very removed from all the other data
points. Both of these cities raised far more revenue and spent far
more than all of the other cities for all eighteen years.
2. Outta, H., Econometric ?*^ethods, South-Western Publishing Co.,
1975, pp. 173-175.

CHAPTER

V

FINDINGS

Summary of Results

In the previous chapter, the statistical results were presented
in some detail.

The hypothesis that fiscally-stressed cities would

have significantly different elasticities of revenues and expendi¬
tures with respect to city size and income than would non-fiscallystressed cities was tested.

The data used were estimates for popula¬

tion and per capita income and the actual figures for revenues and
expenditures of 37 of the largest U.S. cities over 18 years.

After

examination of the data and the patterns in the variables, the de¬
flated, pooled data was divided into two samples, fiscally-stressed
and non-fiscally-stressed observations.

The elasticities of revenues

and expenditures were estimated using simple linear regression, and
the significance of the differences betwen the elasticities was meas¬
ured by the Chow test.

The five major results were the role of per

capita income, the patterns in the data and the correlation among the
variables, the insignificant variables, the significant variables and
their elasticities, and the Chow test results and the evaluation of
the research hypothesis.

After presenting a brief review of those

results, this chapter considers the implications of these findings.
Per capita income simply did not have a strong enough relation-
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ship with the variables to warrant use of the elasticities as valid.
9

All the R s were unacceptably low for the elasticity estimates both
for the whole data base and for both samples.

PCI also did not ex¬

hibit much correlation with the other variables.
The interesting patterns in the correlations included a striking
degree of consistency between General Revenues and General Expendi¬
tures and a ranking between the revenue sources in which Intergovern¬
mental Revenues, Property Tax Revenues, and Current Revenues came
first. Miscellaneous Revenues came second, and Sales Tax Revenues and
Other Tax Revenues came third.
also three groups.

Among the expenditures there were

The first group was those expenditures which ex¬

hibited very low levels of correlation' with all of the other vari¬
ables; these variables were Education, Public Welfare and Hospitals.
Police, Fire, Financial Administration and Interest formed a secona
group which exhibited very high levels of correlation with all of the
variables except Education, Public Welfare and Hospitals.

The third

group consisted of the other eight expenditure variables, all of
which exhibited moderate to high levels of correlation in patterns
consistent with the nature of the expenditure.
There were also some interesting groupings in the data which
warranted attention as described earlier in Chapter III.

Three sets

of cities had patterns that were different from the rest of the
cities.

These groups included the following cities:

1) New York

City and Washington, D.C. had unique and extreme patterns of revenues
and expenditures; 2) Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, and
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Philadelphia obviously raised more revenues and spent more due to
their size (these cities all had populations of more than one million
people for all eighteen years); 3) San Francisco, Baltimore and Bos¬
ton spent more and raised more revenues than other cities their size
consistently over all 18 years.
The analysis using per capita income as the independent variable
in the elasticities estimated was ended before it began by the lack
of relationship between PCI and the other variables.
the case with population.

This was not

In the regressions used to estimate the

elasticities with respect to population, ten variables were statistically insignificnt (unacceptably low R s), but thirteen variables

p

had acceptable R s and the elasticity estimates were considered
valid.

The insignificant variables included three of the six revenue

sources. Intergovernmental Revenues, Other Tax Revenues and Current
Revenues, and seven of the expenditure categories. Education, Public
Welfare, Health, Hospitals, Sewerage, Parks and Recreation and Gener¬
al Control.
There was a striking pattern among the significant variables
even without the Chow test results.

Virtually the same pattern was

exhibited in both the elasticities estimated from the whole data base
and those estimated from the samples.
the estimated elasticities.

There were three "groups" in

Two out of the three significant revenue

sources, three out of the eight significant expenditure variables,
and both overall variables had elasticities less than 1.0.

These

variables were Property Tax Revenues, Miscellaneous Revenues, Fire,
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Financial Administration, Interest, General Revenues and General Ex¬
penditures.

Two expenditure categories. Library and Transportation,

had elasticities of approximately 1.0.

Finally, one of the three

significant revenue sources and three of the significant expenditure
variables had elasticities greater than 1.0.

These variables were

Sales Tax Revenues, Police, Sanitation and General Building.
The elasticities of the two samples were compared by use of the
Chow test which measured the significance of the difference between
the elasticities in order to evaluate the research hypothesis.

At a

5% confidence level, the Chow test results rejected the null hypo¬
thesis and allowed the inference that the research hypothesis was
acceptable in only six out of the thirteen significant variables.
These variables were General Revenues, General Expenditures, Miscel¬
laneous Revenues, Library, Fire and General Building.
The above discussion has been a summary of the results as pres¬
ented in Chapter IV.

The implications of these results will now be

presented in the same five segments:

the patterns in the data ana

in the correlation among the variables, the role of per capita in¬
come, the insignificant variables, the significant variables and
their elasticities, and the Chow test results and evaluation of the
research hypothesis.

Implications

Patterns in the data and correlations.

Revenue and expenditure de-
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cisions are made with the other revenue and expenditure categories
and the entire financial picture in mind.

This observation has been

well substantiated in the public finance literature and research and
in actual financial experience.

Therefore, some correlation among

the revenue and expenditure variables was to be expected.

In addi¬

tion, some specific patterns of relationship among the variables
could be expected due to observations made in other research and in
the field.

Not only would one expect to find correlation, but also

one would expect some of the following patterns:

high correlation

betwen total revenues and total expenditures; the appearance of in¬
tergovernmental and property tax revenues as the most important rev¬
enue sources; tne correlation patterns, of education and public wel¬
fare expenditures would show the presence of other governments and
agencies involved in their financial pictures; the basic importance
of police, fire, roads, sewerage, sanitation, and interest expendi¬
tures; the lesser importance of library, health, hospital, parks and
recreation, financial administration, general control and building
expenditures.

What is intriguing about the correlations is that they

substantiate, in the sense of measuring interaction between vari¬
ables, the patterns that would be expected from other public finance
research.
The first major pattern was the striking degree of consistency
between General Revenues and General Expenditures.

These variables

were operating totals only and they did not include revenues and ex¬
penditures for housing, utilities, water and capital budgeting.
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These various categories were excluded from the analysis because of
data problems, i.e., changes in the definitions over the years,
changes in which cities had what figures and so on.

Thus, General

Revenues and General Expenditures are operating revenues and expendi¬
tures only.

They do not cover the entire financial picture of the

city, but do measure the largest and most important segment of that
picture.

Therefore, it would not be surprising if there were incon¬

sistency between the correlation patterns of General Revenues and
General Expenditures with the other variables.

One would promptly

say that the revenues and expenditures which haa been left out were
obviously the source of such inconsistency.

However, General Rev¬

enues and General Expenditures essentially had the same correlation
patterns with all the other variables.

To know the correlations of

General Revenues with the other variables was to know the correla¬
tions of General Expenditures with those variables, within 3/lOOths.
Such consistency was striking because the data base included 322
observations in which there was an operating deficit.

Regardless of

the presence of fiscal stress in these 37 cities over 18 years,
there was a high degree of reconciliation between operating revenues
and expenditures.

The consistency between the correlations of

General Revenues and the other variables and the correlations of
General Expenditures and the other variables substantiate the
observation made above that financial choices in cities were made
with considerable awareness of the rest of the financial picture.
Since these figures were actual revenues and expenditures, this
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consistency showed the dynamic and conscious nature of financial
decisions in cities throughout each budget year.

Nothing is said

here about whether or not the financial decisions were well targeted
towards service needs.

What is said is that individual revenue and

expenditure decisions were not made in a void, i.e., without ref¬
erence to the rest of the financial picture.

This decision-making

pattern has evidently been true for the 37 largest U.S. cities for
18 years.
The second relevant pattern in the correlation was the ranking
among the revenue variables.

As would be expected. Intergovernmental

and Property Tax Revenues turned out to be the most highly corre¬
lated, both with General Revenues and .General Expenditures and with
the other variables.

Current Revenues and Miscellaneous Revenues

were second in their correlation patterns with Current Revenues vir¬
tually as important as the first two.

Sales Tax Revenues and Other

Tax Revenues were clearly third and therefore were supplementary in¬
come sources.

Each individual revenue source correlated with the ex¬

penditures in ways appropriate to the nature of the expenditures.
For example. Intergovernmental Revenues correlated highly with the
expenditures for which there had been significant federal and state
funding.

The sole exception to the pattern of correlacions consonant

with the nature of the tv/o variables involved was the moderately low
correlation between Property Tax Revenues and Education (.39).

Exam¬

ination of Education showed that revenues and expenditures which were
not included in this data base clearly would better explain the ac-
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tual expenditures for education within these cities.

It is also

clear that in large cities property taxes was a main source of rev¬
enue, but that property tax revenue did not go directly to education
as has been the case in smaller cities, especially suburbs.
The third pattern in the correlations was the differences be¬
tween the expenditures.

Eight expenditure categories had moderate

to high levels of correlation generally, and the specific variables
with which high correlation existed were consistent with the nature
of the expenditure.

For example. Sanitation which covered street

cleaning and garbage removal had higher correlations with Transporta¬
tion (amount of street cleaning). Police and Fire (safety requires
clean streets and garbage control affects the number of fires), and
Financial Administration and Interest (costs of equipment and labor).
Four variables -- Police, Fire, Financial Administration, and Inter¬
est — had very high correlations with all the other variables except
Education, Public Welfare and Hospitals, i.e., the third distinct
group of expenditure correlations.

It is probably safe to say that

these four areas of expenditures are simply the most important city
expenditures and definitely affect and are affected by every other
area of city services.

Changes in city services, necessary expendi¬

tures, and revenue resources are going to affect the central finan¬
cial activities of the city, the levels of debt ana the provision of
public safety and vice versa.

Conversely, the three variables which

had very low correlations with all the other variables indicated the
degree to which important public goods and services can be indepen-

no

dent of cities' finances.

Education, Public Welfare, and Hospitals

had major revenue and expenditure sources and agencies separate from
the cities' budgets, so there was little correlation between those
expenditure categories and the other variables.
In sum, the presence of correlations among revenue and expendi¬
ture variables substantiated the observation that financial decisions
are usually made with some understanding of the whole financial pic¬
ture.

The details of the correlations between variables, from the

perspectives of operating totals, revenues, and expenditures verified
observations made in other research about how city financial deci¬
sions have been made.

This finding has the dual effect of validating

the data for this project and substantiating other research.
As was reported in Chapter III, there were also noticeable pat¬
terns in the data.

During the data examination the same ten cities

consistently were the outlyers, or unusual observations.

These ten

cities were New York, Washington, D.C., Chicago, Philadelphia, De¬
troit, Los Angeles, Houston, San Francisco, Baltimore and Boston.
Every year for all the different revenues and expenditures, these
cities simply had more revenue and spent more than the other cities.
Upon examination it became clear that New York and Washington,
D.C. both were in a special category.

Because of their histories and

the roles they have and do play in the American culture and economy,
they receive attention and revenues from many sources simply not
available to other cities anywhere in the country.

No other cities

can command the attention of Congress as New York and Washington,

in

D.C. have in various financial and social matters over the years.
It is not a fair comparison to use these two cities as measures for
other American cities.

Hence, they were removed from the analysis

of the data.
Five cities turned out to have size in common.

Los Angeles,

Detroit, Philadelphia and Chicago all had greater than a million in
population throughout the eighteen years.

It was Houston which moved

from a category of "below a million" to a category of "really large
city" during that time period that made this clear.

Size may not be

the only variable these cities have in common as was pointed out in
Dye and Garcia's [34] work where they suggest that city size, region,
city age, and centrality may all be related to fiscal stress because
of the degree of functional scope associated witn each of those char¬
acteristics.

Size was obviously a distinguishing factor for these

cities; something important happens to cities as they grow beyond one
million people in size.
San Francisco, Boston and Baltimore at first seemed like a mys¬
tery.

Consistently for all eighteen years these three cities took

in revenues and spent their incomes like the previously mentioned
seven "big" cities while not really changing their essential size
class.

Boston had variation in its population across 1960 to 1980,

but it never got larger than 697,000 or smaller than 562,000. - San
Francisco varied from a high of 745,000 to a low of 647,000 while
Baltimore varied from a high of 939,000 to a low of 778,000 over the
twenty years of 1960 to 1980.

While the changes were not insignifi-
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cant in these cities' histories, essentially all three did not change
enough over the years to warrant that unusual pattern of revenues and
expenditures.

Why would these three cities have more in common with

the "big seven" than with the cities more similar in size?

While

answers to these questions are only speculation, it is possible
to trace out some possibilities.

These three cities are all old,

coastal cities that have played important roles in their regions and
in the country as a whole.

These three cities may perform functions

that might "usually" be carried on by larger cities if one ranked
cities by functions.

San Francisco has been a major part of the so¬

cial and economic activity of the West Coast going back to pre-Ameri¬
can days.

Boston has been the major city in New England as a region

since colonial times.

Baltimore has clearly been involved in South¬

ern activity for an equally long and important history.

In addition

to some similarity to larger cities in tenns of functions, and in
terms of regional role, it may be that all of these ten cities have
some similarities in their political history and organization, or the
patterns of growth and change they have exhibited, or in characteris¬
tics such as unionization of public employees.

Perhaps these cities

had more and earlier public employee unionization, were particularly
alert and responsive to changes in revenue and expenditure-related
factors, or had particular political approaches in common.
While these cities clearly were unusual, there was no justifi¬
cation for their removal from the analysis.

The possibility that

these outlyers indicated the presence of two functions was examined
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and nothing was found that clearly indicated any reason to assume the
presence of two functions in the pooled data.

One interesting hypo¬

thesis for this difference is that some cities have more of a claim
on outside funds for historical, political, social or economic
reasons [11].

One possibility that could be further examined is the

role of intergovernmental revenues.

Do these cities for some reason

"grab," claim or end up with more outside support and thus can spend
more?
In sum, three groups of cities had unusual patterns in the data.
One group consisted of two cities whose revenue and expenditure pat¬
terns were unique and they were removed to lessen distortion of the
data.

The second group were clearly cities with populations of one

million people or more.

The third group had no obvious explanatory

characteristic; ability to get larger amounts of intergovernmental
funds has been suggested as a possible factor.
The patterns in the correlations between the variables and in
the outlyers in the data have been reported here partly to make clear
the methodological procedures used in this project and the judgements
that were made about the quality of the data, the variables and the
regressions used to estimate the elasticities.

But these patterns

were also reported because examination of the correlations substan¬
tiated other public finance research and examination of the outlyers
raised some interesting questions for future research.

Per capita income.

The second major finding was the failure of per
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capita income to have a strong enough relationship with the revenue
and expenditure variables to allow examination of elasticities or
fiscal stress.

All of the regressions for the whole data base and

both of the samples yielded totally unacceptable R s.

In addition,

85% of the correlations between PCI and another variable were .2 or
less, with most correlations having a value of .1 or less.
It is clear that the model of fiscal stress as it stands fails
to incorporate some unidentified and very important variables per¬
taining to per capita income's connection to fiscal stress.

Inclu¬

sion of these variables would produce valid statements of the rela¬
tionships between per capita income and other variables which could
then be tested.

Intuitively, one tends to think of per capita income

as some sort of measure of a community's wealth.

It clearly has

value in comparing income power of different areas while compensating
for population size in the comparison.

But per capita income does

not reveal the willingness to pay for public services or the govern¬
ment's ability to raise revenues.

It is best explained, perhaps, in

this quotation from the fiscal capacity study of the Advisory Com¬
mission on Intergovernmental Relations [94]:
. . . the relative financing capacity of governments in
various areas does not always correspond closely to the
relative well-offness of people in such areas as reflected
by per capita incomes figures; and that the relationship
of tax collections to the personal income of an area's
residents does not necessarily gauge the financing burden
borne by those residents.1
Obviously, some variables intervene between per capita income as a
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measure of income power, and the financial strength and weakness of
a government.

Either models of fiscal stress should be reworked to

capture the intervening steps or per capita income should be aban¬
doned as any kind of direct measure in fiscal stress analysis.

This

does not mean that per capita income is irrelevant in public finance
research, but rather that it ought to be used as a measure of a com¬
munity's disposable income, and not as a measure of revenue available
to the city government or expenditures pressures from public demand.

Population — insignificant variables.

The two previous segments of

findings did not address fiscal stress directly.

The examination of

the variables and data yielded relevant information, but not any dir¬
ect evaluation of the hypothesis.

The role of per capita income as

a "base" in the elasticities revealed an incomplete connection be¬
tween per capita income and fiscal stress; again no evaluation of the
hypothesis was possible.

But population did turn out to have a

strong relationship which could be captured by the model in this
project and thus allowed evaluation of the research hypothesis.

The

findings about fiscal stress and elasticities of revenues and expen¬
ditures with respect to population have been divided into three
parts:

the insignificant variables; the significant variables and

the estimated elasticities; the Chow test results and the evaluation
of the research hypothesis.
In order to estimate the elasticities, the changes in each rev¬
enue and expenditure variable were compared to the changes in popula-
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tion through simple linear regression:
f(population).

revenue (or expenditure) =

Ten out of the twenty-three variables used had unac-

ceptably low R s in both the estimates made from the whole data
base and those made from the two samples.

Those variables included

three of the six revenue sources, Intergovernmental Revenues, Other
Tax Revenues, and Current Revenues, and seven of the fifteen expendi¬
tures which were Education, Public Welfare, Health, Hospitals, Sewer¬
age, Parks and Recreation, and General Control.

This finding of lack

of significance does not mean that these variables had no relevance
to city finances.

It only means that the relationship between the

individual revenue or expenditure and population was not strong
enough for any estimates of elasticity to have validity.

This is

exactly what happened with per capita income; however, with PCI all
the variables were insignificant, while with Population some vari¬
ables were and some were not significant.
An examination of the nature of each variable shows that there
are some possible reasons why these variables exhibited less rela¬
tionship to Population than did the others.

Intergovernmental rev¬

enue is clearly not a direct function of population.

As common as

the use of population is in the allocation formulas for federal and
state revenues, it is not the only variable, and in some cases, is
not even the dominant one.

As important as intergovernmental rev¬

enues are to cities, they are not sufficiently statistically related
to changes in population to allow elasticity estimation.

Other Tax

Revenues did not exhibit relationship to changes in population be-
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cause these revenues are very politically determined.

Obviously, all

tax revenues are determined politically; the point here is that
changes in population will not lead to direct changes in Other Tax
Revenues unless the appropriate intervening political events take
place.

Changes in population will change revenues from sales taxes

without a single political act by anyone, but other taxes will not
be so responsive to changes in population.

Also, cities vary widely

in their right to use any taxes other than the property tax as
sources of revenue; major changes in population will not make changes
in taxes cities are not allowed by the state to have or to change.
Current Revenues has less of a relationship with population than one
might initially expect, until one remembers that users, people to
whom fees are charged, are not necessarily residents.

In fact, there

has been considerable political pressure to use charges ana fees as
a means of covering the costs of services heavily used by non-resi¬
dents .
Three of the expenditures which were lost were not a surprise
after the examination of the correlations.

Education, welfare and

hospital services are often mainly provided by agencies and funding
from outside of city government.

These services are quite likely to

have strong relationships to size and changes in population, but it
is simply not captured in this data because of the way in which the
financial data was collected by the Bureau of the Census.

Data was

not collected in one place that could yield any kind of comprehensive
picture of all the financial activities going on within one city's
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limits.

Too many special governments with overlapping jurisdictions

made such a full picture impossible to get for this research effort.
Health and Parks and Recreation expenditures also had interven¬
ing variables and so were not a function of population.

While popu¬

lation levels and rates of change would obviously affect the provi¬
sion of health services and the use of recreational facilities,
changes in these facilities would require much effort and political
activity.

Again, population, while important, was simply not the

only or aominant factor.

Sewerage expenditures may have been iso¬

lated from population changes by the existence of the long-term fed¬
eral subsidies for the costs of building facilities for sewerage
treatment and control.

Finally, General Control, which refers to the

governing bodies of the cities, not only was obviously an area of ex¬
penditure very open to political maneuvering, but also may have been
one expenditure category where the technology has changed as popula¬
tion changed.

It is possible that as these cities grew, the manage¬

ment became more professional, thus changing both capital and labor
costs of general control expenditures.
Whatever the exact reasons for each individual variable's insig¬
nificance, it is clear that all of these variables did not have a
strong enough relationship with population to allow elasticity esti¬
mation.

It should be pointed out that which variables were insig¬

nificant and which were not in this research project was in line with
the literature, particularly with the works of Jones and Gabhart
[52], Bahl [6], and Hirsch [48].
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Population -- significant variables and elasticities.

There were

thirteen variables which had robust enough regressions to make the
estimates of the elasticities valid.

These variables includea Gen¬

eral Revenues, General Expenditures, three revenues and eight expen¬
ditures.

Oddly enough, there were similarities in the elasticities

which seemed important prior to any calculations of the Chow test.
The numerical estimates of the elasticities were quite close between
the estimates from the whole data base and those of the two samples.
The largest difference was 35/100, the difference between 1.59 and
/

1.24.

All of the elasticities were on the same "side" of 1.0 and all

had the same direction.

To describe the patterns in the elasticities

from the whole data base was in essence to describe the patterns in
the elasticities from both samples, although there were some differ¬
ences.

In addition, one might have expected different patterns in

the revenues in comparison to the expenditures.

The most common ex¬

pectation would have been that revenues would have elasticities less
than 1.0 and expenditures elasticities greater than 1.0.
no such pattern in these estimates.

There was

Which variables were elastic,

i.e., an elasticity greater than 1.0 and which were inelastic, i.e.,
an elasticity less than 1.0, did not seem to have anything to do with
whether or not the variable was a revenue or an expenditure.
Since the same pattern aniong the elasticities held for both the
whole oata base and the two samples, only one description and com¬
mentary on the implications was necessary to describe all three sets
of elasticities.

Seven of the thirteen variables had elasticities
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of less than 1.0.

These variables were inelastic and included Gen¬

eral Revenues, General Expenditures, Property Tax Revenues, Miscel¬
laneous Revenues, Fire, Financial Administration, and Interest.

For

all of these cities over 18 years, regardless of the presence or ab¬
sence of fiscal stress, two out of the three significant revenue
sources, three out of the eight significant expenditures, and the op¬
erating totals were all relatively inelastic.

It seems likely that

property tax revenues were affected by the incredibly poor quality
of administration and collection of this tax [1], so this revenue
source was less responsive to changes in population.

Miscellaneous

revenues, almost by definition, tended to be used as a revenue source
to cover expenditures not covered elsewhere.
Fire, Financial Administration and Interest may all have been
less elastic or responsive to changes in population because of a
quality of rigidity due to fixed costs.

Changes in interest depend

upon a city's debt issues and debt service practices, not in popula¬
tion, although changes in population may be the root cause of the
need for debt.

Fire services usually have had large amounts of cap¬

ital equipment which may be why fire expenditures were less respon¬
sive to changes in population.

Financial Administration expenditures

may have been less elastic or responsive to changes in population be¬
cause the costs of the basic financial activities simply did not vary
directly with population.

Finally, the two overall measure. General

Revenues and General Expenditures were also inelastic.

This was not

entirely surprising since there is much evidence in the public fin-
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ance literature, including the fiscal stress literature [11, 12, 21,
22, 44, 70] on the political nature of cities' financial processes.
In short, all of these variables exhibited less responsiveness to
changes in population which was quite probably due to the nature of
the revenue or expenditure.

It should be pointed out that these es¬

timated elasticities were also in the .7 and .8 range; the smallest
was .72 (Miscellaneous Revenues in the Non-FS sample).

While these

revenue and expenditure categories are inelastic, i.e., less than a
one-to-one relationship exists for changes in population, in actual¬
ity the .7-.8 range is not wildly inelastic.

At worst, these rev¬

enues and expenditures were moderately inelastic for all 37 cities
over 18 years regardless of the presence or absence of fiscal stress.
Two expenditure categories. Library and Transportation, had a
one-to-one relationship for changes in population; the estimates of
their elasticities were .99 and .97, respectively.

For both of these

expenditures, one would expect roughly proportional changes in re¬
sponse to changes in population.

For four categories, there was

greater than a one-to-one responsiveness to changes in population.
These variables were Sales Tax Revenue, Police, Sanitation and Gen¬
eral Buildings.
consumption.

Sales Tax Revenues are responsive to the levels of

While population changes will affect the total number

of people with purchasing power, it is the level of purchases tnat
determines revenues from this source, not the number of residents;
thus it is not surprising that this revenue source was elastic.

Pol¬

ice expenditures have been affected b/ crime rates and density pat-
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terns whereas Fire expenditures have been affected by geographic
spread and response times.

This difference in "determinants" is

probably why the two most correlated expenditures had quite different
elasticities.

Sanitation has probably been more affected by density

patterns than population changes which may be why this expenditure
was elastic, like the police expenditures.

The elasticity of General

Buildings expenditures may have come from the political ability to
change the maintenance and repair expenditures on buildings.

This

flexibility makes this expenditure one of the most available areas
for manipulation in trying to "make ends meet" financially.
None of these descriptions of the reasons why individual rev¬
enues and expenditures were elastic or inelastic is more than sug¬
gestive.

What is crucial to note is that there was not any pattern

in the elasticities that differentiated revenues from expenditures,
nor did the elasticities differ very much between the estimates for
the whole data base and the two samples.
ist were as follows:

The patterns which did ex¬

the operating totals for expenditures ana rev¬

enues were inelastic; only three revenue sources were significant and
of those one was elastic, and the other two were inelastic; the eight
significant expenditures had three inelastic, two proportional, and
three elastic categories.

The reasons wfiy a particular revenue or

expenditure was elastic or inelastic seems to have been due to the
nature of the individual category, not to any patterns between rev¬
enues or expenditures.

The inelastic variables tended to be cate¬

gories that have some "fixed" quality to them such as heavy capital
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expenses, and the elastic variables tended to be categories which
have some built-in financial flexibility.

Population -- Chow test results.

Although the differences between

the estimates of the elasticities for the whole data base and the two
samples were small, and the similarities striking, it was possible
that the differences were statistically significant.

It was on the

significance of the difference between the two samples that the eval¬
uation of the research hypothesis would rest.
After division of the data base into two samples, fiscallystressed (FS) and non-fiscally-stressed (Non-FS), the elasticities
were estimated for each sample by simple linear regression.

The Chow

test was then used to test the significance of the differences betv;een the elasticities.

At the 5% level of confidence, only six out

of the thirteen variables had Chow test results that allowed rejec¬
tion of the null hypothesis and acceptance of the research hypo¬
thesis.

The fiscally-stressed sample differed significantly from the

non-fiscally-stressed samples in the operating totals (General Rev¬
enues, General Expenditures), one out of three revenues sources (Mis¬
cellaneous Revenues), and three out of eight expenditures (Library,
Fire, General Building).
In addition to the small number of variables whose Chow test
results confirmed the research hypothesis, there were a few other
indications of the lack of importance of fiscal stress.

In the data

base 322 out of 666 cases had operating deficits, i.e., fiscal
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stress.

The average number of observations of fiscal stress per year

was 18 with a range of six to twenty-six.

For eleven of the years

there were 18 or more observations and for five of the years there
were 11 or more observations.

Although most of the literature per¬

sisted in regarding fiscal stress as a recent phenomenon, this dis¬
tribution confirmed the approach of the ACIR [93] and John Petersen
[73, 74] that financial strain is a dynamic, on-going process affect¬
ing cities.

In spite of such a widespread distribution of observa¬

tions of fiscal stress, all the correlation patterns substantiated
the observations made elsewhere in the literature that financial de¬
cisions are made in a knowledgeable, organized way.

There was also

such a striking similarity in the elasticities themselves and the
patterns therein between the data base estimates and those from the
samples.
In short, although some of the Chow test results implied that
fiscally-stressed cities do differ from non-fiscally-stressed cities
in the elasticities for certain variables, the overall picture was
one of little difference between fiscally-stressed and non-fiscallystressed cities for these 37 cities over 18 years.

The research

hypothesis was not supported.

Fiscal stress, in the fonii of operat¬

ing deficits, was not unique.

It would seem that the perception of

fiscal stress as a crisis phenomenon is mistaken.
shown remarkable resilience over the years.

These cities have

This conclusion agrees

with the findings of the Touche Ross study [92] wnerein fiscal stress
was not seen as inevitable or a crisis.

The conclusion that these
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cities coped financially over the past 18 years agrees with the find¬
ings of the ACIR [93] as well as Dearborn [26-29], Stanley [87], Oak¬
land [70], Berne and Schramm [10] and Petersen [73, 74].

Clearly

over the 18 years and 37 cities, 322 times out of 666 cases a city
had an operating deficit.

It depends on one's general perspective

whether that level of financial strain is seen as financial crisis
with all these cities "on the brink" of trouble or as a display of
incredible ability to cope with financial problems.

To some extent,

the perception of fiscal stress as crisis or not may depend upon
whether one sees a glass containing some liquid as "half-full" or
"half-empty".
Finally, the political realities must be mentioned.

The flexi¬

bility of various revenues and expenditures depend in part on the
political realities of the individual service areas.

Police and fire

expenditures have a visibility that is often used by politicians to
support increases or decreases in these expenditures.

Laying off

policemen is a powerful way to get the larger populace to pay atten¬
tion to the financial situation of a city.

Conversely, passing popu¬

lar referenda like Proposition 2 1/2 in Massachusetts is a powerful
way of drawing politicians' attention to unwillingness and inability
of taxpayers to pay any more for public services.

In the analysis

that led to the formulation of the hypothesis in this project, it was
pointed out that there are two major linkages through which the so¬
cial, demographic and economic changes get translated into revenue
and expenditure decisions.

These were the political process ana the
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nature of the revenue and expenditure structure being used, particu¬
larly its flexibility.

What the results of this research suggest is

the importance of the political structures.

Perhaps we might best

address fiscal stress as a political concern rather than a financial
one.

Conclusion

The implications of the findings presented in this chapter were
grouped into five segments:

patterns in the data and in the correla¬

tions among the variables; the role of per capita income; the insig¬
nificant variables with respect to population; the significant vari¬
ables and the elasticities; the Chow test results and evaluation of
the hypothesis.
The correlations among the variables tended to substantiate gen¬
eral observations made in other public finance literature in spite
of the degree of fiscal stress present in the data.

Also interesting

was the pattern of revenue and expenditure behavior displayed in the
data by a select group of ten cities.

Although the possibility of

two separate functions did not seen likely in the data and regression
analysis, it is enticing from a research perspective to speculate on
why these cities all had more income and spent more consistently over
the eighteen years than did the other 29 cities.
The second major segment of the findings was the lack of corre¬
lation between PCI and any of the revenue and expenditure variables.
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Since per capita income is usually presented in public finance liter¬
ature as an.appropriate measure of a community's income and thus
ability to spend, pay taxes or save, this result seemed counter¬
intuitive.

Re-examination of the literature and the concept revealed

that per capita income is not a measure of people's willingness or
ability to pay for services, nor is it a measure of a government's
ability to raise revenues from such an income base.

Too many politi¬

cal factors operate as intervening variables to permit per capita
income to be any kind of a direct measure relevant to fiscal stress
analysis.

Per capita income is not irrelevant information, but its

role in fiscal stress needs to be re-examined.
Population did have a sufficiently strong relationship with the
variables to permit evaluation of the hypothesis.
nevertheless, were insignificant.

Ten variables,

These variables included three of

the six revenue sources and seven of the fifteen expenditure cate¬
gories.

This finding does not mean that these variables were not

relevant to fiscal stress or to these cities' financial pictures, but
rather that the relationship with population was not strong enough
to allow examination of the role of elasticities in fiscal stress in
terms of population changes.
The patterns in the elasticities of the thirteen significant
variables were striking.

There were no patterns that differentiated

revenues from expenditures or the FS sample from the Non-FS sample.
The reasons why a revenue or expenditure was elastic or inelastic
seemed to be due to the characteristics of the individual revenue or
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expenditure solely.

Inelastic variables tended to be revenue sources

or expenditures with some "fixed" aspect to them while elastic vari¬
ables tended to be ones in which there was financial flexibility.
The Chow test results confirmed the research hypothesis in six
out of thirteen variables at the 5% confidence level.

The variables

which confirmed the hypothesis exhibited no particular pattern; they
consisted of both revenues and expenditure and were both elastic and
inelastic.

When this low number of confirmations of the hypothesis

was combined with the striking degree of consistency in the correla¬
tions and in the patterns in the elasticities in spite of the degree
of fiscal stress contained in the data base, it became apparent that
the research hypothesis of significant difference between fiscallystressed and non-fiscally-stressed cities was not supported.

Fiscal

stress was present in 322 cases out of the total 666 and those cases
were spread out over all 37 cities and all 18 years.

In spite of

this fact, the results basically showed considerable consistency be¬
tween all the cities over all the years.
The total effect of these findings is to point out that fiscal
stress is not a crisis, nor is it unique.
to all cities.

It happens all the time,

The interpretation of such financial strain as a

problem or as a demonstration of financial resilience depends upon
one's larger perspective.

The results of this research strongly sug¬

gest that fiscal stress is a political concern, not a financial one.
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FOOTNOTES

1. United States, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela¬
tions, Measuring the Fiscal Capacity and Effort of State and Local
Areas, Report M-58, March 1971, p. vi.

CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS

At this point it seems appropriate to ask how this research
contributes to the questions relating to the financial conditions of
cities and what inferences might be drawn or insights gained.
One important contribution is the particular context; in which
the financial problems of cities are seen as beginning and ending
with the city as a separate legal entity.

The many factors which

have been discussed as being the "causes" of fiscal stress are re¬
lated to the financial condition of cities, but it is important to
see what the linkages are between those factors and actual financial
choices.

Examination of population characteristics, housing quality,

density, economic base and labor climate can reveal information about
service demands and costs.

Factors external to the city also con¬

tribute to service demands and costs such as commuters and state and
federal regulations and restrictions.

It is particularly important

to note the degree to which some of the factors which are considered
to "cause" fiscal stress are in fact politically created, and within
the control of some combination of decision-makers and voters.

Ex¬

amples of this include quality of the political leadership, over¬
lapping governments, the size of the public work force, the financial
management, unfunded pension obligations, the range of functions of-
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fered, and a variety of state and federal regulations.

The question

that must come up, over and over again, in fiscal stress analysis,
is how all these diverse forces get translated into specific choices
for individual cities.
When one examines the cases of fiscal stress that have been re¬
ported over the years, even with the variety in the definitions of
fiscal stress, one thing is apparent:

that all cities can have fin¬

ancial strain at any point in their history.

Both old and young,

growing and declining, large and small, industrially or service based
cities exhibit fiscal stress at one time or another.

The connecting

point has to be the linkages which translate all the disparate
"causes" into specific financial choices.

This research looked at

the tools with which the city decision-makers work to see if some of
the "cause" of fiscal stress was built into the system in the form
of inflexible revenue and expenditure structures.
The results all point to the importance of the political fac¬
tors, i.e., the decision-makers.

The structures of the revenues and

expenditures for the 37 largest cities in the United States for 18
years had no pattern of elasticities that could be linked with fiscal
stress.

One is left with the political process as the major linkage

which connects all the "causes" of fiscal stress to the actual finan¬
cial problems for individual cities at certain points in time.
This finding allows one to sort out and remove some of the myths
about fiscal stress.

In particular, fiscal stress is not a disease

peculiar to the cities in the Northeast.

It has been, is and will
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be found in cities all over the country.

It is not a disease of the

1970s; cities have had, have and will continue to have financial
strain unless the process of adjustment to change is made more flex¬
ible.

Cities are in crisis, decline or at a disadvantage only if one

so defines them.

The emotional value of a city's financial condi¬

tions is created by the attitudes of the people involved, not by
characteristics unavoidably built into the nature of city finances.
Finally, while economic distress and tax rate pressures usually do
place strain on a city's financial capacity, they do not automatic¬
ally lead to a distressed disease called fiscal stress.
These myths have already been challenged in previous works.
Fiscal stress is a political problem that comes from the failure to
face budget constraints (Peterson, G., 75, 76).

Cities need good

accounting and management practices (Dearborn, 26-29) and high-qual¬
ity financial leadership (Clark, 21, 22).

In short, fiscal stress

is simply not inevitable (Touche Ross, 92).
What is critically important, for cities in general and finan¬
cial questions in particular, is the ability to respond to change.
One of the interesting assumptions embedded in the literature is the
idea that cities should be able to have control over change, that the
way to financial health is to be able to control all those disparate
factors which influence the city's financial conditions.

It is not

necessary for cities to be able to control population movements, the
housing market, changes in economic conditions and the like, but
rather it is necessary for cities to be able to respond to changes
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in effective ways.
The sources of change in the financial condition of cities are
the decision-makers and the system they use.

While no one should

stop trying to improve the financial tools used in cities, the find¬
ings of this project demonstrate that the "bottom line" in fiscal
stress analysis has to be the political arena, the people, institu¬
tions, and procedures involved.

There should be a dynamic adjustment

process that occurs between demands for services and financial capa¬
city.

Clearly this dynamic adjustment process regularly goes awry,

and the uneven, sometimes destructive financial patterns that result
are what is usually called fiscal stress.
In policy terms, there are some changes that could be made that
would ease the difficult tasks involved in financial decision-making
for cities.

State laws should be changed to give cities a more flex¬

ible financial structure.

The decision-makers in cities need a wider

range of income sources, and more power to use them as needed.

They

also need more ability to make choices about the provision of citylevel services, and if required by the state or federal governments
to pick up new functions, should be supported, at least in part, for
undertaking new responsibilities.
Another major area for policy revision is to continue the ef¬
forts to allocate more appropriately services offered to the level
of government with the income sources and decision power necessary.
A typical example is the long running argument about the appropriate¬
ness of the federal government taking responsibility for welfare ser-
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vices so as to develop needed programs at the lowest costs, and of
the states taking over the provision of educational services, so as
to provide uniform educational advantages, regardless of local re¬
sources.

Whether or not this is the best re-allocation, the need for

careful allocation of functions to government level is readily appar¬
ent.
A third area of policy that is clearly important in the finan¬
cial matters of cities is the handling of public employees.

Poor

working conditions and low pay led to the formation of powerful pub¬
lic employee unions which have dramatically changed the labor situa¬
tion in many cities.

New attitudes and procedures must be developed

which safeguard the rights of the employees, retain for the cities
the needed managerial flexibility, and safeguard the rights of the
recipients of the city services.

One major example is the terrible

burden of the unfunded pension obligations which are beginning to
come due.

City budgets may very well be "eaten up" by these finan¬

cial obligations, and yet both the former employees deserve some pen¬
sions and the local residents deserve city services.
There are two major policy concerns for the federal government
that come out of the finding that the political base of fiscal stress
is the crucial linkage.

The federal government should not try to

"cure" the financial problems of the cities.

The problems are not

one-time, isolatable, directly-caused events that can be diagnosed,
treated and cured.

Rather, the federal government is facing a wide

variety of cities with different service needs and demands, and dif-
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ferent revenue resources, all of which must be able to respond to
change.

The changes will come from national, state and local levels,

from social, economic, demographic, political, and philosophical
forces.

It is the federal government's responsibility to see that

cities and states maintain healthy, dynamic, easily-responsive ad¬
justment processes in order to be able to respond to change, whatever
its source.
The second policy concern for the federal government should be
the quality of financial decision-making in cities.

Without inter¬

fering in the politics of the local area, the federal government
should require high quality in the training and experience of finan¬
cial staff, the procedures used to gather data and in analysis, and
the tools used for financial work.

The federal government is the

only institution with enough power to encourage and force states and
cities to use up-to-date accounting procedures, computer technology
and financial reporting methods.

While it is certainly true that not

enough is known about public finance, such as all the best accounting
procedures to use in complex public finance matters, enough is known
to get started.

Many cities use a level of financial skill that is

inexcusable in light of the accounting, financial and computer tech¬
nology available.
There are also some important things to be done by researchers
of fiscal stress.

The first goal ought to be the use of more careful

definitions and modeling.

Fiscal stress is irruninent or actual finan¬

cial difficulties which can be major or minor, sudden or slowly de-
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veloping and short-term or chronic.

It is very common and happens

to all types of cities, at any point in time.

New terms must be de¬

veloped which distinguish between financial strain in individual
cities, cities which are at a disadvantage in relation to each other,
and cities which are or have declined, either in absolute terms or
in relation to each other.

These last two types of financial analy¬

sis are not fiscal stress.
Financial "crisis" or "emergencies" must be seen as the use of
a value judgment in analysis of a financial situation.

This point

does not mean that there are not very difficult financial choices to
be made, often with very little time and very resistant parties in¬
volved, but rather that the emotional component of fiscal stress an¬
alysis must be removed.

The use of emotional or value judgment lan¬

guage tends to make people believe that the difficulties come from
some mysterious forces attached to the finances, rather than from the
participants and political realities involved.
One clear responsibility of future researchers in fiscal ques¬
tions is to remove the myths of the nature and processes of finances
and budgeting, and to keep the decision-makers in clear focus.

Rev¬

enue and expenditure decisions are made with other financial concerns
in mind, not in a void.

The revenue sources available to cities do

differ in their usefulness and importance.

Major expenditures for

some services are not provided by the city government, and this real¬
ity affects other expenditure choices.

There are specific character¬

istics to each expenditure area that affect the decision-making about
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those expenditures.

Hard financial choices with uncomfortable poli¬

tical ramifications are made by ordinary people facing a rather wild
variety in the characteristics of the revenues and expenditures in¬
volved, in the range of choices available to them, and the demands
being placed on them.

Theories and research on fiscal stress have

to keep this reality in mind.
There are some specific research questions that come out of this
project.

The findings, particularly the patterns in the correlations

among the variables, make clear that the financial decisions in these
cities over 13 years happened in a dynamic and conscious way.

But

that does not mean that the actual choices were well-targeted to the
service needs.

Future research might examine whether or not fiscal

stress is related to the quality of service provision.
More work is needed in the development of more inclusive data
so that the financial pictures of cities are complete.

It may be

that our sense of fiscal stress will change if we have a genuinely
complete financial picture of the cities we examine.

The continuing

need for changes in the depth, type and accuracy of data collection
on city financial matters is well documented.
One new area of financial research should be evaluation of the
results of the structural changes in government and financial organ¬
ization that are being made by the various taxpayer revolts around
the nation.

One example is the return to city council scrutiny and

control of education budgets in Massachusetts by Proposition 2 1/2.
What changes will occur or be necessary from this major re-alignment
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of financial responsibility?

Will this change improve, enhance or

injure the financial situation in Massachusetts cities?
One specific further study that could provide relevant informa¬
tion would be to search for the reasons why ten cities differed so
greatly in this data base.

Are New York City and Washington always

going to be extreme and distorting cases in research, or have we
missed some important explanatory factor?

Is size the determinant

factor for Houston, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia and Los Angeles,
or has something important been ignored?

And why do San Francisco,

Baltimore and Boston look like such anomolies?

What factors or facts

can explain their distinct financial patterns?

While some specula¬

tion on possible answers has been presented in this report, it is
clear that further research is needed.
This specific question of these ten cities and why they differ
raises a larger question.

Do some cities have the power to command

resources over and above the power of other cities, due to histor¬
ical, social, economic, political or other reasons?

Why do some

cities seem better able to "grab" outside resources to the exclusion
of other cities?
The findings of this project lead to the conclusion that fiscal
stress is neither unusual nor a crisis.
city under a variety of circumstances.
strain and is a common financial event.

Rather, it can happen to any
Fiscal stress is financial
Whether one should see this

result as cause for great concern, because all cities could be "in
trouble" at any time, or as cause for optimism, because cities have
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displayed a tremendous ability to cope successfully with immense
amounts of change over time, depends upon one's larger perspective
and life philosophy.

In either case, fiscal stress is a political

event, not the result of problems built into the financial systems
used by city decision-makers.
On the basis of this research effort, it is my opinion that
cities have shown an impressive ability to handle large amounts of
change rather successfully.

Financial difficulties come from the

political linkages through which all the forces bearing down on the
city get translated into specific financial choices, not through
structural problems built into the system.

Therefore, it can happen

anywhere, at any time, and the appropriate focus is the political
system and the decision-makers, and their ability to respond effec¬
tively to change.

Theories and myth-like explanations that leave out

or demote the importance of the political factors should be rejected.
The most appropriate policy stance for all interested parties is not
to urge the federal government to "bail out" the cities, but to press
for both federal and state governments to make the changes that would
make cities, as economic and legal entities, more able to respond ef¬
fectively to major changes, whatever their source.
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sen
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- Nathan & Adams, Bunce
median years school 25+ - Gab¬
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basic source of all revenue to
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per capita income - Census,
Phares, Bunce, Urban Institute,
Garn, Petersen, CBO, HUD,
Pluta, Nathan & Adams, Craig &
Koleda
median family income - Gabler,
Pettengill & Uppal, Bunce,
Okun, Bahl, Touche Ross
change per capita income Pluta, Dusansky & Nordell, CBO,
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% families over $10,000 - Bahl,
Phares

poverty levels -
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expenditure increases and in¬
come/revenue decreases
median family income - CBO
% below $3,000 - Clark, Bahl,
Urban Institute, Phares
% change - Clark
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- Bunce, Census
% population poverty level Hirsch, CBO, Greenblatt, Touche
Ross, Bunce, ACIR, Clark

poverty plus -

income distribution -
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% population non-white poor Hirsch
% less than 18 poor - Bunce
% 65+ poor - Bunce
problem of "the poor" - Netzer,
Petersen, Rufolo
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force unemployed - Pluta, Cen¬
sus, Touche Ross, Greenblatt,
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reported suicides per 100,000 population
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per capita contribution to United Fund appeals
citizen participation
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transportation
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Within city locational characteristics of the population - where
people live and how close together affects expenditure and in¬
come/revenue and sheer amounts spent on housing and value re¬
ceived for dollars spent on housing affect income available for
taxes and costs in welfare, health, housing expenditures.
housing

inventory of vacant units - Census
# units built 0-10 years prior to 1970 - Census, Bunce
housing and urban renewal expenditure - Census
total residential housing units authorized - Census,
Petersen
% change single-family housing starts - Touche Ross
% pre-1939 housing stock - Touche Ross, Bunce
% substandard housing - Greenblatt
% occupancy house units > 1 person/room - Bunce,
Nathan & Adams
# of occupied houses without adequate plumbing - Bunce
% houses owner occupied - Bunce
% pre-1949 housing units - Bunce, Clark
annual average new private family housing units auth¬
orized as a % of occupied housing - Bunce
% occupied units in multi-unit structures - Bunce
total housing inventory - Census
single-unit housing inventory - Census
cost of housing for moderate income family of four Urban Institute

density - affects basic service costs, demand for services
- population per square mile central city - Pettengill
& Uppal, Okun, CBO, Touche Ross, Gramlich, Greenblatt,
Gabler, Bunce, Bahl
- housing units per square mile - Bahl
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Economic base of the community - in addition to services, and
costs incurred for and taxes paid by private citizens, there are
a wide variety of legal entities also demanding services and
providing revenues.
-

per capita retail sales - Bahl
change retail sales - CBO
median value owner-occupied housing units - Bahl, Census
# industrial employment - Census
change manufacturing employment - CBO, Bunce, Bahl
% change in manufacturing capital spending - Touche Ross
% manufacturing employment ratio - Touche Ross, Bahl
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manufacturing capital spending - Touche Ross
change in number of jobs - Garn
composition of major economic activities - Petersen
rate of technical growth in public sector - Dusansky & Nordell
rate of technical growth in private sector - Dusansky &
Nordel1
total number of idustrial establishments - Census
ratio of employment in central city to total city population
- Bahl
capital stock - proxy = age housing stock - CBO, Bickford
heavy manufacturing center - little reorganization - %
industrial site available - Bryce
presence/absence of "developers" - Bryce
% residential and community sites built prior to 1950 - Bryce,
Netzer, Bickford
% change city per capita income/% change national per capita
income - Pluta
% change in fair market value - Pluta
concentration of nationally declining industries - Bickford
change in employment in durables and non-durables - Revit NE
overspecialization - Bickford
automation of labor-intensive industries - Bickford
decline in European immigration - Bickford

a mature urban area - urban areas as a whole are laggard in
replacement of employment losses = decline; main character¬
istics of economic base were developed 1900+ 20 years; most
common = specialization in manufacturing and deteriorated
physical infrastructure due to age. Housing market poor
condition (rent control, etc.) and central city = land¬
locked by being incorporated. Municipality and local pow¬
ers are fragmented and central city and suburbs experience
loss of economy activities. Middle and upper income popu¬
lations move to suburbs, central city left with higher
con- centration of the poor. - Revit NE

7.

Characteristics of the city itself - affect demand for services,
delivery of services, costs of services and revenue raising cap¬
acity.
government organization
- composition of specific districts, SMSA, etc. - Phares,
Petersen
- type - reformed vs. non-reformed - Dye & Garcia
- change in composition - Phares
- fragmented government - Netzer, Cantor, Peterson
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political/leadership
- leadership score Mayors - Clark
- leadership score business - Clark
- leadership index - Clark
- dilution of political strength - Bickford
- Mayor = Democrat or Republican - Greenblatt
- restrictive zoning - Oakland
size of city government, i.e., costs of government itself
- number of full-time equivalent employees - Census, Clark
- payroll per municipal employee - Okun
- number municipal employees/I,000 residents - Greenblatt
- wages of municipal employees - Greenblatt
- change in municipal labor force - Clark
- ratio city employee to total local employment - Touche
Ross
- index of overstaffing of municipal employees - Clark
location with U.S. (regional effects) South = poorer; loss to
sunbelt effects
- % jobs lost due to outmigration vs. contractures &
closes - Revit NE
- 1 = South 0 = not - Okun •
- actual region - Clark, Bryce, Muller
differences in energy costs - Revit NE
large unfunded pension obligations - Stanley, ACIR
functions performed - comprehensive vs. specialized
- 1 = education municipal, 0 = not - Clark
- breadth of functions performed - Petersen
- index of community function expenditure/all functions
expenditure and intergovernmental revenue - Clark
- weighted index of range of functions performed - Clark
- common functions = 5, 7 additional - Dye and Garcia
labor climate
- person days lost due to work stoppages - Revit NE
- 1 = signed contract with AFSME 0 = not = Clark
- presence/absence public unions (police, fire,
teachers, sewerage, etc.) - Craig & Koleda, Shelley
- employment relations - Petersen
quality of financial management
- statements of balance sheets, budgets (processes), basis
of accounting, changes, audits - Petersen, ACIR
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budget
-

performance
budget gimmickry - Stanley
actual revenues vs. expenditures (ACIR) - Dearborn
accumulated budget performance - Dearborn

annexation - potential for
- not legal - state law - Bryce
- politically impossible - Bryce
- landlocked - Bryce
- 1 = did annex recently 0 = not - Census
- absence of - Bickford, Craig & Koleda
- fixed boundaries - Oakland

8.

External factors impacting the city - changes in costs, services
demanded, ability to deliver services, available income.
role of communities surrounding the city (suburbs)
- ratio of central city population to metropolitan
population - Okun, Pettengill & Uppal
- ratio workers commuting to population - Hirsch
- ratio central city/suburb expenditure - Schultze et al.,
Nathan & Adams
- ratio central city/suburb revenue base - Schultze et al.
- ratio city employment to city population - Bahl (trip to
work)
- ratio population density central city to population
density fringe - Bahl
- % workers central city vs. fringe - Bryce
role of other governments
special districts - fiscal exploitation of overlapping
governments - # of non-city governments using some tax
base for public service - Hirsch
states - changes basic cost functions, ability to provide
services affects ability to raise revenue
-

charter provisions - Shelley
debt limits - Clark, Petersen
building codes - Bickford
rent control - Bickford
minimum wage laws - Bickford
cu n
revenue limits (no on certain taxes, etc.) - Shelley

federal
. . v
n
- highway expenditures (and policies) - Barro,
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9.

Muller, Coleman
desegregation policies - Barro, Muller, Coleman
FHA/VA loan policies - Muller, Coleman
distribution of military expenditures - Muller,
Barro
taxes and expenditure policies - Bickford
inflation - Greytak, Pettengill & Uppal
state of national economy - Gorham and Glazer
economics of production - Coleman, Gorham & Glazer,
Leven, Oakland, Thompson, Moynihan
capitalist system - Alcaly & Mermelstein
changes in technology - Coleman, Moynihan, Oakland
fragmented government = mismatch in expenditures
and revenue - Cantor, Netzer

Financial -- Expenditures - level of expenditures and nature of
will affect overall fiscal health.
economics of the public sector - Baumol, Peterson
income elasticity of demand for public output - Dusansky &
Nordel1
capital outlays
- municipal capital expenditure per capita 5 year average Touche Ross
- average (mean) of capital outlays per capita 6 years Clark
- capital expenditure - Greenblatt, Census, ACIR
- construction costs, schools, educational buildings Census
labor costs
- total labor cost - Revit NE, Craig & Koleda
- big pay increases - Stanley
- high levels of wages - Bickford
- labor costs as a % of corporate and property profit Revit NE
- average city employee's annual income - Touche Ross
local expenditure/total state and local expenditure (direct
major function service) - Phares
functions performed
- change in community function expenditure - Garn, Clark,
Diamond, Jones and Gabhart
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- common function expenditure - Garn, Clark, Touche Ross,
Census, ACIR, Craig & Koleda
specific functions
- education - Census, Bahl, Okun
- public welfare - Census, Bahl, Okun
- health & hospital - Census, Bahl, Okun
- highway - Census, Bahl, Okun
state federal mandates for changes in expenditure - ACIR, Barro

10.

Financial -- Revenue - sources of and ability to use affect fis¬
cal health.
measure resource base itself - Craig & Koleda
- % gross assessed value, residential, commercial,
industrial - Phares
- per capita assessed value - Phares
- market value/assessed value - Phares
- personal income per capita, aggregate per family Phares
- taxable property value (assessed & market) - Petersen
- total general revenue - Census, Jones & Gabhart, Diamond
- total tax revenue - Census
- property tax revenue - Census, Jones & Gabhart
- median value, owner occupancy single-family unit Bunce, Bahl
- median gross rent, renter occupancy property - Bunce
- per capita market value of property tax base - Bunce,
Clark
- non-educational taxes as a % of market value property tax
base - Bunce
- equalized assessed value of property
characteristics of revenue base
- income elasticity of aggregate tax revenue - Phares,
Dusansky & Nordell
- responsiveness - % change in taxes (by type) t % change
personal income - Phares
- property tax rate
- composition of tax base - Petersen, Phares, Pluta
- composition of all other income sources - Petersen
- limited tax base - Stanley
- small tax base - Stanley
- property tax dependency - % taxes = property tax - Clark,
Bahl
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intergovernmental effects
- overlapping tax efforts - Clark,
- long-term debt + interest/total revenue - Aronson and King
- long-term debt + interest/overall revenue - Aronson and King
intergovernmental revenue - Census, Touche Ross, Gramlich,
Clark, Okun, Revit NE, Bahl
- changes in intergovernmental revenue - Clark, Pluta
- local revenue as % total revenue - Pluta, Hubbell,
Greenblatt, Phares
- state revenue as % total revenue - Pluta, Hubbell,
Greenblatt, Phares
- federal revenue as % total revenue - Pluta, Hubbell,
Greenblatt, Phares
- difference between regions in federal government's
grants - Revit NE
- local taxes as % personal income in city vs. elsewhere Hirsch
- patterns of intergovernmental revenue - Peterson
tax collection/effort
- growth rate in tax collection - Pluta
- policies toward assessments,,col lections - Petersen
- delinquency - Petersen
- change in tax effort - Clark
- tax effort = general revenue own sources/total sales
value of taxable property - Clark
- tax effort = taxes paid/value property tax base - Clark
- % levied tax collected - Clark
- local tax collections/total state and local tax
collections - Phares
- property tax collected as % of fair market value - Pluta
- dependency on major taxpayers - Petersen
- tax limits - Petersen, ACIR
tax burden on individuals
- property tax collected per capita - Pluta
- local taxes per capita - Touche Ross
- change in tax burden - Garn
- tax burden = own source revenue per capita/per capita
income - Garn
- % change local per capita revenue/% change city per
capita income - Pluta
- excessive taxes - Bickford
- state & local taxes as % of personal income - Revit NE
- non-education taxes as % personal income - Bunce, Touche
Ross
- taxes paid v per capita personal income - Phares
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- long-term debt + interest/personal income - Aronson &
King

11.

Financial — Role of debt (short-term and long-term) - affects
ability to raise funds and cover costs.
short-term debt
- current direct debt - Petersen
- short-term debt by type - Petersen
- short-term debt per capita - Clark
- change short-tenm debt - Clark
- large short-term borrowing - Stanley
- short-term borrowing > 10% revenue - Stanley
- short-term debt/cash - Aronson & King
long-term debt
- long-term
- long-term
- long-term
- change in

debt issues - Clark, Garn
debt retired - Clark
debt per capita ^ Clark
long-term debt - Clark

total debt
- total city indebtedness - Census
- total debt per capita - Census, Touche Ross, Greenblatt,
Clark
- interest per capita - Touche Ross
- gross debt/sales value taxable property - Clark
- total debt out/annual revenue collections of local
government - CBO (HUD)
overlapping debt
- overlapping debt per capita - Phares, Petersen
- overlapping debt per capita/assessed value - Aronson &
King, Phares
- interest and debt retired as % of own short-term revenue
- Phares
- overlapping short-term debt per capita - Clark
- overlapping long-term debt per capita - Clark
ability to support future debt service
- debt authorized but unissued - Petersen
- % change city per capita debt/% change city per capita
income - Pluta
- debt limit, 1 = short-term limit, 0 = No - Clark,
Petersen, ACIR
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debt service
- presence of requirements - Petersen
- separate fund - Dearborn
- healthy cash balance - Dearborn
- direct cash flow - Dearborn
- changes as % of operating costs, 10% = marker - Dearborn
- rights of bondholders - Petersen
other obligations
- pension liabilities - Petersen
- leases - Petersen
- contingent obligations - Petersen
bond ratings
- Moody's bond ratings - Clark, Stanley
- difficulties in selling bonds - Stanley
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VARIABLE DEFINITIONS

CDNO

Record line number

CTYCD

City code

YRCD

Year code

POP

Population

GENREV

General (operating) Revenue

GENEXP

General (operating) Expenditures

INGVRV

Intergovernmental Revenue

PTXREV

Property Tax Revenue

STXREV

Sales Tax Revenue

OTXREV

Other Tax Revenue

CUREV

User Fees/Current Charges Revenue

MISREV

Miscellaneous Revenue

EDUC

Education Expenditures

LIB

Library Expenditures

PUBW

Public Welfare Expenditures

HEAL

Health Expenditures

HOSP

Hospital Expenditures

RDS

Highway Expenditures

POL

Police Expenditures

FIRE

Fire Expenditures
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SEW

Sewerage Expenditures

SAN

Sanitation Expenditures

PKREC

Park and Recreation Expenditures

FINAD

Financial Administration Expenditures

GNCNT

General Control Expenditures

GNBLD

General Building Expenditures

INT

Interest on Public Debt

DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES

General Revenue: All city revenue except utility revenue, liquor
stores revenue, and employee-retirement or other insurance trust rev¬
enue. The basis for distinction is not the fund or administrative
unit receiving particular amounts, but rather the nature of the rev¬
enue sources concerned.
General Expenditure: All city expenditure other than the specific¬
ally enumerated kinds of expenditure classified as utility expendi¬
ture, liquor stores expenditure, and employee-retirement or other
insurance trust expenditure.
Intergovernmental Revenue: Amounts received from other governments
as fiscal aid in the form of shared revenues and grants-in-aid, as
reimbursements for performance of general government functions and
specific services for the paying government (e.g., care of prisoners
or contractual research), or in lieu of taxes. Excludes amounts re¬
ceived from other governments for sale of property, commodities, and
utility services. All intergovernmental revenue is classified as
general revenue.
Property Taxes: Taxes conditioned on ownership of property and meas¬
ured by its value. Includes general property taxes relating to prop¬
erty as a whole, real and personal, tangible or intangible, whether
taxed at a single rate or at classified rates, and taxes on selected
types of property, such as motor vehicles or certain or all intang¬
ibles.
Sales and Gross Receipts Taxes: Taxes, including “licenses" at more
than nominal rates, based on volume or value of transfers of goods
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or services, upon gross receipts therefrom, or upon gross income, and
related taxes based upon use, storage, production (other than sever¬
ance of natural resources), importation, or consumption of goods.
Dealer discounts or "commissions" allowed to merchants for collection
of taxes from consumers are excluded.
License Taxes: Taxes exacted (either for revenue raising or for
regulation) as a condition to the exercise of a business or nonbusi¬
ness privilege, at a flat rate or measured by such bases as capital
stock, capital surplus, number of business units, or capacity. Ex¬
cludes taxes measured directly by transactions, gross or net income,
or value of property except those to which only nominal rates apply.
"Licenses" based on these latter measures, other than those at nom¬
inal rates, are classified according to the measure concerned. In¬
cludes "fees" related to licensing activities -- automobile inspec¬
tion, professional examinations and licenses, etc. -- as well as
license taxes producing substantial revenues.
Current Charges: Amounts received from the public for performance
of specific services benefiting the person charged and from sales of
commodities and services except by city utilities. Includes fees,
assessments, and other reimbursements for current services, rents and
sales derived from commodities or services furnished incident to the
performance of particular functions, gross income of commercial ac¬
tivities, and the like. Excludes amounts received from other govern¬
ments (see Intergovernmental Revenue) and interdepartmental charges
and transfers. Current charges are distinguished from license taxes,
which relate to privileges granted by the government or regulatory
measures for the protection of the public.
Miscellaneous Revenues:
Education:

No definition given.

Schools and other educational facilities and services.

Libraries: Public libraries operated by the city (except those oper¬
ated as part of a school system primarily for the benefit of students
and teachers, and law libraries) and support of privately operated
1ibraries.
Public Welfare: Support of and assistance to needy persons conting¬
ent upon their need. Excludes pensions to former employees and other
benefits not contingent on need. Expenditures under this heading
include: Cash Assistance paid directly to needy persons under the
categorical programs and under any other welfare programs; Vendor
Payments made directly to private purveyors for medical care, burials, and other commodities and services provided under welfare pro¬
grams; provision and operation by the city of Welfare Institutions;
any city payments to other governments for welfare purposes; and
amounts for administration, support of private welfare agencies, and
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other public welfare services. Health and Hospital services pro¬
vided directly by the city through its own hospitals and health
agencies, and any payments to other governments for such purposes,
are classed under those functional headings rather than here.
Health: Health services, other than hospital care, including health
research, clinics, nursing, immunization, and other categorical, en¬
vironmental, and general public health activities. School health
services provided by health agencies (rather than school agencies)
are included here.
Hospitals: Establishment and operation of hospital facilities, pro¬
vision of hospital care, and support of other public or of private
hospitals.
Highways: Streets, highways, and structures necessary for their use,
snow and ice removal, toll highway and bridge facilities and ferries.
Parking Facilities: Municipal public-use garages and other parking
facilities operated on a charge basis, including purchase and main¬
tenance of on- and off-street parking meters.
Police Protection: Preservation of law and order and traffic safety.
Includes police patrols and communications, crime prevention activ¬
ities, detention and custody of persons- awaiting trial, traffic
safety, vehicular inspection, and the like.
Fire Protection: City fire fighting organization and auxiliary ser¬
vices thereof, inspection for fire hazards, and other fire prevention
activities. Includes cost of fire fighting facilities such as fire
hydrants and water, furnished by other agencies of the city government.
Sewerage: Sanitary and storm sewers and sewage disposal facilities
and services, and payments to other local governments for such purposes.
Sanitation: Sanitary engineering, smoke regulation, and other
health activities are classified under Health. Street cleaning, and
collection and disposal of garbage and other waste.
Parks and Recreation: Cultural-scientific activities, such as mus¬
eums and art galleries; organized recreation, including playgrounds
and play fields, swimming pools and bathing beaches; municipal parks;
and special facilities for recreation, such as auditoriums, stadiums,
auto camps, recreation piers, and boat harbors.
Financial Administration: Municipal officials and agencies concerned
with tax assessment and collection, accounting, auditing, budgeting,
purchasing, custody of funds, and other central finance activities.
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General Control: The governing body, municipal courts, office of the
chief executive, and central staff services and agencies concerned
with personnel administration, law, recording, planning and zoning,
and the like. See also Financial Administration.
General Public Buildings:
particu- lar functions.”
Interest Expenditure:

SOURCE:

Public buildings not allocated to

Amounts paid for use of borrowed money.

United States. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the
Census. City Government Finances. Washington, D.C.: Gov¬
ernment Printing Office, 1961-1979.
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DATE BASE DESCRIPTION

Final Data Base Available
39 Cities (Two removed in analysis -- New York; Washington, D.C.)
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
Oil
012
013

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dal las
Denver
Detroit
Fort Worth
Honolulu

014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026

Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Louisville
Memphis
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Newark
New Orleans
New York City
Oakland

027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039

Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
Toledo
Washington, D.C.

18 years — 1961-1978
Data Items -- for each city for each year.
Expenditure categories
Education
Library
Public Welfare
Health
Hospital
Roads
Police
Fire
Sewerage
Sanitation
Parks and Recreation
Financial Administration
General Control
General Buildings
Interest on Public Debt

Record line number
City code (01....)
Year code (6465, 6566)
Population
Per Capita Income
Total Operating Revenues
Intergovernmental Revenue
Property Tax Revenue
Sales Tax Revenue
Other Tax Revenue
User Charges/Fees Revenue
Miscellaneous Revenue
Total Operating Expenditures
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SOURCES:

U.S. Bureau of the Census. City Government Finances, Cur¬
rent Population Series P-25.
U.S. Office of Revenue Sharing.

Entitlement Reports.

Sales and Marketing Management. Survey of Buying Power.
Pop — 1961-1969, 1971-72, 1974
PCI - 1961-1968, 1970-71, 1973, 1976, 1978
Deflator Figures
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
SOURCE:

-

74.0
74.8
75.7
76.6
77.7
79.7
81.6
84.8
88.5

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

-

92.6
96.5
100.0
105.8
116.8
125.8
132.4
140.6
150.6

"Table B-4: Fixed-weight price indexes for gross national
product 1972 weights, 1959-80;" Personal consumption expen¬
ditures column. Page 238. United States Council of Economic
Advisors. Annual Report, 1981. Washington, D.C.: Govern¬
ment Printing Office, 1981.
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CHOW TEST DEFINITION

For the entire model:
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Tabular F: At 5% confidence level with numerator degrees of freedom
equals two and denominator degrees of freedom equals 120, F = 3.07;
for denominator approaching 00, F = 3.00.
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"If the calculated value of the ratio is less than the tabular value,
the difference between the estimated coefficients is not statisti¬
cally significant and the conclusion is to accept the null hypothesis
that the two structures are the same at the chosen significance lev¬
el. If the calculated ratio exceeds the value found in the F table,
the null hypothesis is rejected, the difference between the regres¬
sion coefficients is statistically different at the chose level of
significance" (p. 175).
SOURCE:

Dutta, M. Econometric Methods.
Co., 1975, pp. 173-175.

South-Western Publishing
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CORRELATION RESULTS

Variable Abbreviations
GenRev
GenExp

General Revenues (Operating)
General Expenditures (Operating)

Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev

Intergovernmental Revenues
Property Tax Revenues
Sales Tax Revenues
Other Tax Revenues
Current Charges/User Fees
Miscellaneous Revenues

Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp

Education Expenditures
Library Expenditures
Public Welfare Expenditures
Health Expenditures
Hospital Expenditures

Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San

Highway Expenditures
Police Expenditures
Fire Expenditures
Sewerage Expenditures
Sanitation Expenditures

PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

Parks and Recreation Expenditures
Financial Administration Expenditures
General Control Expenditures
General Building Expenditures
Interest Expenditures
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GENREV
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

GENEXP
.99
.88
.83
.60
.62
.83
.74
.39
.82
.50
.73
.56
.74
.87
.90
.53
.79
.66
.81
.80
.69
.81

GenRev
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fi re
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
. GnBld
Int

99
87
83
57
63
80
71
42
82
50
75
57
75
87
89
52
81
63
80
81
69
84
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POP
PCI
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

PCI
.02
.73
.73
.41
.70
.73
.49
.59
.73
-.05
.77
.10
.46
.17
.82
.89
.88
.43
.88
.49
.66
.54
.78
.71

POP
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.02
.29
.26
.34
. 06
.32
.09
.38
.28
-.05
.18
.05
.27
.05
.14
.23
.26
.38
.13
. 35
.29
.23
. 16
. 25
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INGVRV
GenRev
GenExp
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

PTXREV
.88
.87
.64
.37
.44
.66
.50
.61
.59
.59
.68
.52
.60
.64
.66
.48
.57
.51
.64
.66
.43
.61

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.83
.83
.64
.51
.29
.59
.50
.39
.77
.47
.46
.56
.66
.73
.81
.30
.68
.42
.67
.56
.67
.64
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STXREV
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

OTXREV
.60
.67
.37
.50
.13
.57
.63
-.10
.63
.11
.35
.02
.66
.77
.78
.26
.64
.35
.56
.27
.70
.46

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

62
63
44
29
13
53
58
01
51
17
68
37
35
58
49
45
60
59
55
84
41
75
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CUREV
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

MISREV
.83
.80
.66
.59
.57
.53
.79
.19
.65
.36
.60
.57
.55
.72
.76
.52
.59
.70
.72
.68
.53
.69

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

74
71
50
50
63
58
79
01
68
19
48
25
64
76
79
48
67
72
71
65
62
68
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EDUC
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

LIB
.39
.42
.61
.39
-.09
.01
.19
-.01
.16
.36
.14
.41
.18
.08
.18
-.01
.09
.05
.16
.18
.003
.16

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
Fi nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

82
82
59
77
63
51
65
68
16
26
58
38
69
84
85
40
80
58
73
64
71
73
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PUBW
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Mis rev
Educ
Lib
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

HEAL
.50
.50
.59
.47
.11
.17
.36
.19
.36
.26
.46
.56
.25
.17
.26
.10
.12
.25
.32
.44
.12
.23

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
Fi nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.73
.75
.68
.46
.35
.68
.60
.48
.14
.58
.46
.48
.44
.64
.58
.50
.62
.46
.56
.74
.46
.70

181

RDS

HOSP
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Mi c v'ox/

Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.56
.57
. 52
.56
.02
.37
.57
.25
.25
.38
.56
.48
.16
.27
.32
.15
.19
.39
.43
.56
.16
.37

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Mis rev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.74
.75
.60
.66
. 66
.35
.55
.64
.18
.69
.25
.44
. 16
.78
.79
.42
.77
.46
.60
.49
.66
.60

182

POL

FIRE

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
O^

.87
.87
.64
.73
.77
.58
.72
.76
.08
.84
.17
.64
.27

1\U o

• /

Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.95
.49
.92
.54
.76
.64
.82
.79

7Q

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Mis rev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.90
.89
.66
.81
.78
.49
.76
.79
.18
.85
.26
.58
.32
.79
.95
.48
.86
.59
.78
.63
.79
.77

183

SEW
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fi re
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

SAN
.53
.52
.48
.30
.26
.45
.52
.48
-.01
.40
.09
.50
.15
.42
.49
.48
.49
.54
.48
.46
.30
.35

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
F i re
Sew
PkRec
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.79
.81
.57
.68
.64
.60
.59
.68
.08
.80
.12
.62
.19
.77
.92
.86
.49
.47
. 66
.60
.78
.80

184

PKREC
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Mis rev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fi re
Sew
San
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

FIiMAD
.66
.63
.51
.42
.35
.59
.70
.72
.05
.58
.25
.46
.39
.46
.55
.59
.54
.47
.69
.71
.39
.57

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
GnCnt
GnBld
Int

.81
.80
.64
.67
.56
.55
.72
.71
.16
.73
.32
. 56
.43
.61
.76
.78
.48
. 66
.69
.71
.58
.70

185

GNCNT
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fi re
Sew
San
PkRec
Fi nAd
GnBld
Int

GNBLD
.80
.81
.66
.56
.27
.84
.68
. 65
.18
.64
.44
.74
.56
.49
.64
.63
.46
.60
.71
.71
.49
.80

GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
FinAd
GnCnt
Int

.69
.69
.43
.67
.70
.41
.53
.62
.003
.71
.12
.46
.16
.67
.83
.79
.30
.78
.39
.58
.49
.68

186

INT
GenRev
GenExp
Ingvrv
Ptxrev
Stxrev
Otxrev
Curev
Misrev
Educ
Lib
PubW
Heal
Hosp
Rds
Pol
Fire
Sew
San
PkRec
F i nAd
GnCnt
GnBld

.81
.84
.61
.64
.46
.75
.69
.68
.16
.73
.23
.70
.37
.60
.80
.77
.55
.80
.57
.70
.80
.69

